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1 Executive Summary 
The purpose of this document is to provide a conceptual foundation of Maturing Services, which we take 
to mean intelligent software services which provide an integrated support in the knowledge maturing 
process. These services mostly work in the background to analyze contents, processes, structures and their 
use within an organization to discover emergent patterns and support individuals, communities or 
organizations in dealing with the complexities of these underlying structures and their evolution over 
time.  

We also describe empirical work that we have conducted to understand the foundations of maturing 
services, and to test our initial ideas and thinking. This empirical work follows a multi-faceted research 
methodology that iteratively combines conceptual design of models and algorithms, ethnographic 
research, controlled lab and simulation studies, design studies and rapid prototyping, as well as evaluation 
in large scale application settings. 

We start out by introducing three theoretical conceptualizations as the basis of maturing services. First, 
we introduce the idea of Knowledge Services as a service-based concept and infrastructure for knowledge 
work and management. Secondly, we draw on an organizational learning theory, the SER model (Seeding, 
Evolutionary Growth and Reseeding) which was originally designed to describe the evolution of complex 
software environments, and which we use to conceptualize the organizational maturing process. Finally, 
we discuss the concept of Distributed Cognition as a conceptualization that describes the interaction of 
persons and artefacts in a distributed manner, and draws on cognitive science approaches to model 
cognition in these distributed settings. 

According to these foundations, we conceptualize Maturing Services as complex knowledge services that 
provide support for organizational seeding, growth and reseeding activities. In line with the Knowledge 
Maturing Model and with conceptions of distributed cognition, we differentiate three types of maturing 
services according to the type of knowledge representation they operate on: Structure Services, Content 
Services and Usage Services. 

Structure Services operate on a more or less formal knowledge structure. We distinguish between 
semantic structures (corresponding to conceptual or declarative knowledge) and process structures 
(corresponding to procedural knowledge and drawing out temporal characteristics). As a first 
approximation, we are using associative and semantic networks as a basis for these services. We borrow 
from cognitive science approaches where associative networks structure a domain of knowledge in terms 
of the associations between entities. 

We then report on two empirical studies we have conducted to gain an understanding of knowledge 
maturing in semantic structures. Both have looked at collaborative tagging, a recent widespread 
phenomenon in many web applications. In the first study, a controlled lab study, we observed maturing in 
a collaborative tagging environment, and found our initially developed algorithms to capture important 
aspects of the representation of knowledge and its evolution over time. In the second study, we analyzed a 
real world collaborative tagging dataset, a folksonomy taken from the CiteULike web application, and 
report on initial findings of the evolution of tagging behaviour in that dataset. Our efforts in this domain 
are geared towards supporting the evolution of these folksonomies towards more formal semantic 
structures. 

Content Services operate mainly on natural language texts. For these Maturing services, we rely on 
knowledge discovery algorithms mainly using statistical methods and some shallow natural language 
processing for text mining and text analysis. These methods extract features in the form of metadata and 
relational information from a textual information object, from which textual similarity measures can be 
derived. These in turn are then used for text classification, clustering and for other kinds of content based 
services.  

Our empirical work in this context used a set of these services in a Semantic Wiki environment. We 
developed a service for supporting manual semantic markup creation. This service recommends suitable 
markup and categorization for the current wiki article by making use of information extraction and 
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classification algorithms. A second service analyzes text quality by applying basic readability analyses. 
We have applied these services in a design study with application partners. Results of this study are 
reported elsewhere (see MATURE Deliverable 3.1). 

Finally, Usage Services make use of a representation of usage traces captured in a User Interaction 
Context Model, an ontology that describes usage in all its contexts in a formal way. From this 
representation, we derive a representation of knowledge we have about single users by building up a 
history-based User Model. Such a model of the user has originated from research in adaptive systems, and 
– as we will see later – allows for inferences about the state of knowledge, the interests or other 
characteristics of that user. From the User Interaction Context Model, we will also derive a representation 
of knowledge about the usage of knowledge artefacts and the contexts in which they were used. In 
analogy to the user model, we shall call this representation a Resource Model. We make use of models 
and services developed in previous projects. Empirical work in this context will commence in the second 
project year. 

Finally, we derive a list of concrete maturing services that we have started to work on, and plan to 
continue to work on in the remainder of this project. For this purpose, we have derived requirements to 
point to future development needs. 
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2 Introduction: Knowledge and Maturing Services  
This chapter introduces three theoretical conceptualizations as the basis of maturing services. First, we 
introduce the idea of Knowledge Services as a service-based concept and infrastructure for knowledge 
work and management. Secondly, we draw on an organizational learning theory, the SER model which 
was originally designed to describe the evolution of complex software environments´, and which we use 
to conceptualize the organizational maturing process. Finally, we discuss the concept of Distributed 
Cognition as a conceptualization that describes the interaction of persons and artefacts in a distributed 
manner, and draws on cognitive science approaches to model cognition in these distributed settings. 

2.1 Knowledge Services 

Within MATURE we define Knowledge Services as (composite) software services which are concerned 
with three knowledge entities – people, content, and semantic structures – and the relationships between 
them. The results of Knowledge Services improve or extend the knowledge available within these three 
entities and their relationships. These results can be achieved by either enabling people to add or improve 
knowledge contained in the three entities or by providing automated services to discover knowledge 
based on the available knowledge entities and their relationships.  

In doing so Knowledge Services enable a knowledge (eco)system (comprised of the three knowledge 
entities) to learn. This learning can take place on very different levels. For example, people can learn by 
interacting with other people, content, and structures – here the knowledge entity improved is people. On 
the other hand, the (eco)system can learn more about its users by e.g. analyzing their interactions with 
people, content, and structures – here the knowledge entity improved might be a structure representing a 
user (e.g. user profile).  

 
Figure 1: Three knowledge entities in the knowledge ecosystem. 

 

In the following we will shortly discuss the three knowledge entities:      

People are most valuable and variable knowledge entity of an organization. Knowledge workers should 
not only be viewed as knowledge asset of an organization but rather as investors. Besides accumulating 
relevant knowledge within their heads they interact with content and structures and thus translate their 
potential into value creating (business) activities.     

Contents provide a static picture of the world and are probably the best managed type of knowledge 
entity. It can take the form of notes, contributions and threads, protocols, lessons learned, learning 
objects, courses, pictures, videos, podcasts, etc. In many organizations textual contents are the most 
prevalent contents. However, people interact increasingly with multi-media content. 

Semantic and Temporal Structures. This knowledge entity subsumes semantic structures and their subset 
of temporal structures (e.g. processes). We mention here processes specifically since they are an 
important and rather visible structure within organizations.   

Semantics. This type of knowledge entity is probably the least visible within organizations. 
Semantics connect the different entities and supports the individual learning processes by 
providing the basis for mutual understanding. Without semantic integration, grassroot 
approaches encouraging people to contribute their individual views, experiences and insights 
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would get stuck in misinterpretations and lengthy negotiation processes. Semantic structures 
can be represented by tag clouds and emerging folksonomies, folder structures, competence 
models, local or global enterprise ontologies, social networks, user representations, etc. 

Processes. This type of knowledge asset is more related to the dynamic aspect of the 
organisation. Large organisations already support this by developing business process models 
and workflows. Taking into account that organisational learning processes are much more agile 
and the costs of modelling approaches are considerable, a more suitable approach is to enables 
recording and sharing of individual work practices. Processes can take the form of e.g. 
individual task lists and routines, task patterns, good practices, best practices, work flows or 
standard operating procedures. 

Knowledge Services of first degree rely on only one of the three knowledge entities to discover 
knowledge in the same or one other entity: for example the relationships between people (e.g. analyzed 
via social network analysis), the identification of properties of an individual person (e.g. determined 
through interaction sensors), the extraction of objects from text documents (e.g. via object recognition 
methods), the (semi)automatic creation of semantic structures based on text analysis (e.g. via clustering 
algorithms). 

Knowledge Services of higher degree rely on two or more of the three knowledge entities to discover 
knowledge: for example the identification of experts within a Community of Practice could be based on 
authorship of documents (e.g. based on metadata or analyzed via writing style analysis) and on the role 
within a social network (e.g. determined through social network analysis), the identification of a user’s 
current work task (e.g. based on interaction data in conjunction with organizational task structures). As 
these examples indicate, Knowledge Services or higher degrees are typically composite services, 
generated by combining Knowledge Services of first degree.  

Generally, a service is an abstract resource that represents a capability of performing tasks that form a 
coherent functionality from the point of view of provider entities and requester entities (Haas & Brown, 
2004). It consists of a contract, interfaces as well as implementation and has a distinctive functional 
meaning typically reflecting some high-level business concept covering data and business logic (Krafzig, 
Banke and Slama, 2005). Knowledge workers need Knowledge Services to improve (learn) the 
knowledge (eco)system. Whereas the technical definition of services is supported by a set of standards 
(such as Web services), it is the conceptual part (i.e. defining types of services that are useful) that is 
currently lacking. But exactly this conceptual part matters most when organisations attempt to profit from 
the promised benefits of service-oriented architectures.  

2.2 Related Work 

The concept of Knowledge Services has surfaced within research literature only recently. Due to the 
novelty of the concept it is not surprising that a widely agreed definition is not yet available. For our work 
we have defined Knowledge Services and their relationship to learning as presented above. Within this 
section we discuss our definition in relationship to other existing definitions. We can trace the concept of 
Knowledge Services back to at least two schools of thought: knowledge management systems (KMS) and 
knowledge market.  

2.2.1 Knowledge Management Services 

The concept of Knowledge Management Services (and its subset Knowledge Services) developed in 
response to monolithic knowledge management systems (KMS). KMS, even though internally composed 
of many interconnected components, were typically offered as one integrated package. The customer then 
had to install a very complex system even if only a small subset of the offered functionalities was needed 
(and used). 

Currently, one can observe a clear convergence of application development and service oriented 
application development. Important approaches in research are service oriented architectures (SOA) and 
(semantic) web service technologies. The main reason for this development is that traditional software 
architectures have reached the limit of their ability to deal with increasing levels of software complexity. 
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Service oriented architectures (SOA) provide a natural approach for solving this dilemma between 
complex functionality and easy applications: decoupled services, developed by independent service 
providers are used to assemble complex applications. The vision is to provide an easy consumption of 
services by being independent from technical implementations (Elfatatry, 2007). Ongoing research in 
standards such as the Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO) focuses further on automating service 
consumption by enriching the services with additional semantic information (Dumitru, 2006). 

This also applies to knowledge management systems which are highly complex systems due to their rich 
functional range. It is therefore expected that the scientific trend towards services will have significant 
impact on how future knowledge management systems will be designed and used. Google accelerates this 
momentum with its efforts to establish a service-based WebTop (particularly Google Docs, Google 
Spreadsheets, Google Mail etc.) competing with today’s application-based Desktop. Together with the 
current research boom on SOA and (semantic) web service technologies, this provides significant 
justification that this scientific trend will also affect other areas of our business life. There is clear 
evidence that in a next logical step value-added Knowledge Services will replace monolithic knowledge 
management systems. Today’s monolithic knowledge management systems will be replaced by SOAs 
offering a set of interoperable knowledge management services.  

Dilz and Kalisch (2004) and Maier, Hädrich and Peinl (2009) both propose similar typologies of 
knowledge management services (see Figure 1): (V) infrastructure services for managing the access to 
data sources; (IV) integration services for service orchestration; (III) knowledge services to support users 
in knowledge sharing, collaboration and learning; (II) personalisation services; and (I) interface services 
for integrating services in the work environment.   
 

 
Figure 2: Architecture of knowledge management systems according to Maier et al. (2009) 

Generally, a service consists of contract, interface and implementation. It has distinctive functional 
meaning typically reflecting a high-level business concept covering data and business logic (Krafzig et 
al., 2005). A service is an abstract resource that represents a capability of performing tasks that form a 
coherent functionality from the point of view of provider entities and requester entities. Service 
descriptions provide information about: 

• service capability: conceptual purpose and expected result 

• service interface: the service's signature, i.e. input, output, error parameters and message types 

• service behaviour: a detailed workflow invoking other services 
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• quality of service: functional and non-functional quality attributes, e.g., service metering, costs, 
performance metrics and security attributes 

The service concept has gained popularity with the advent of a set of standards for open interaction 
between software applications using Web services (such as WSDL, SOAP and UDDI). Whereas the 
technical definition of services is supported by standards, it is the conceptual part (i.e. defining types of 
services that are useful) that is currently lacking. Knowledge management services or knowledge services 
are a subset of services, both basic and composed, whose functionality supports high-level knowledge 
management instruments as part of on-demand knowledge management initiatives, e.g., find expert, 
submit experience, publish skill profile, revisit learning resource or join community-of-interest (Maier, 
2008). These services might cater to the special needs of one or a small number of organizational units, 
e.g., a process, work group, department, subsidiary, factory or outlet in order to provide solutions to 
defined business problems. Knowledge management services describe aspects of knowledge management 
instruments supported by heterogeneous application systems. 

For example, a complex knowledge management service "search for experts" might be composed of the 
basic knowledge management services (1) expert search, (2) keyword search, (3) author search, (4) 
employee search and (5) check availability. The (1) expert search service delivers a list of IDs, e.g., 
personnel numbers, for experts matching the input parameter of an area of expertise. The (3) author 
search service requires a list of keywords describing the area of expertise. Thus, the complex KM service 
search for experts also comprises an integration service for the task of finding keywords that describe the 
area of expertise, here called (2) keyword search. The keywords are assigned to areas of expertise either 
in a simple database solution or in a more advanced semantic integration system based on an ontology. 
With the help of an inference engine, these relationships together with rules in the ontology can be used to 
determine a list of keywords. The (3) author search service then returns a list of IDs of matching authors 
or active contributors to the CMS. An (4) employee search service takes the personnel numbers found in 
the expert search and the author search and returns contact details, e.g., telephone number, email address, 
instant messaging address. Finally, the (5) check availability service delivers the current status of the 
experts and a decision on their availability. 

Our conceptualization of knowledge services extends this definition by Maier (2008) in several ways: 
• Managing knowledge structures 

Knowledge services in our conceptualization do not only help manage people and content 
explicitly but also ‘expose’ the knowledge structures which are used internally. By identifying, 
refining and making these structures observable we introduce a high amount of flexibility into 
the knowledge (eco)system which previously was rather static.  
In addition, knowledge structures can support knowledge workers in learning about new domains 
and by establishing novel relationships between existing structures.  

• Discovering knowledge structures 
Knowledge services according to our definition do not only utilize structures (which have e.g. 
been previously defined manually) but also discover structure within content, new aspects of the 
structure, relationships to other structures, and also utilize the usage data to get new insights.  

• Getting to know the knowledge worker 
Knowledge management and eLearning systems typically have very limited view onto their 
users. In general, people need to fill out profiles, perform artificial tests to refine them, etc. 
Knowledge services in our definition are also concerned with learning as much about the user as 
possible. This includes observing the context of usage, identifying the current task and inferring 
skills from the observed data.  

It remains to be seen if it will be possible or even desirable to separate personalization and interface 
services from the knowledge services we envision. At the current state the knowledge services we 
propose also provide a user interface (e.g. widget) which enables the knowledge worker to combine 
several of these services into her knowledge desktop. The same holds for personalization, which in our 
case is an integral part of utilizing the underlying structures (see Usage Services).  
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2.2.2 Knowledge Market 

Another origin of Knowledge Services is the context of the knowledge market or the knowledge 
economy. Mentzas (2007a) defines Knowledge Services as services for knowledge trading and managing 
electronic knowledge markets. “A manager needs a knowledge service that will orient him or her toward 
the appropriate knowledge objects. These knowledge objects need to be discovered, retrieved, evaluated, 
selected, their acquisition has to be negotiated and their delivery monitored.” (Mentzas, 2007a) 

This definition is based on knowledge as an asset (Boisot, 1998) or knowledge as a product. Knowledge 
Services here are software components that provide content-based (data, information, knowledge) 
organizational outputs (e.g., advice, answers, facilitation), to meet external user wants or needs. Mentzas 
outlines which facets the description of a knowledge service needs to entail: content, context, domain, 
IPR, pricing, delivery and protocol. 

 
Figure 3: Ontological structure of knowledge services according to Mentzas (2007a) 

 
Figure 4: Ontology-based model of knowledge services according to Mentzas (2007b) 

This definition instantiates the knowledge assets view on knowledge management and thus is both 
broader and narrower than our definition: (1) It is broader in the sense that it encompasses the business 
aspects of knowledge transfer such as pricing, IPR, etc. These aspects are critical when trading 
knowledge services within a marketplace and do not conflict with our definition. Instead, these business 
aspects can be added as an outer layer to our knowledge services in order to make them tradable. (2) It is 
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narrower in the sense that it also does not treat structures as an explicit knowledge entity to be managed 
and discovered (compare knowledge management services above).   

2.3 The SER Model as a model of organizational Knowledge Maturing 

In order to describe the individual steps of the maturing process in more detail, we applied Fischer's 
Seeding, Evolutionary growth, and Reseeding (SER) model (Fischer, Grudin, McCall, Ostwald, 
Redmiles, Reeves & Shipman, 2001).  

The SER model was originally developed to describe and help to understand the evolution of complex 
software environments. Instead of viewing a software environment as the final product of the software 
development process which led to its existence, the SER model views the software system as the starting 
point (seed) for a complex, socially driven, evolutionary 'development' process. In this process, users 
interact with the environment, its units, its structures and its tools - and thus develop them over time. New 
units are built during these interactions, new tools are developed (by adaptation or end-user programming 
capabilities), and a variety of relationships or structures are discovered and expressed. The better the 
provided tools support the creation of new and the combination of existing units, structures, and tools, the 
more the users have the opportunity to express their creativity and to satisfy their needs. Community 
activity leads to evolutionary, undirected (and often confusing) growth of the original software system.  

Fischer observed that typically such an evolutionary growth phase is followed by what he calls a 
reseeding phase: At some point in time, the environment becomes too complex to be managed. Many 
new units and tools have evolved and structures have become frizzled. Restructuring and redesign of the 
environment is initiated by some triggering event (e.g., design breakdown). This reseeding can happen in 
a form of consolidation and negotiation processes in which the variety of units, structures, and tools are 
pruned. In traditional software systems, this reseeding has to be accomplished by programmers, since the 
end-users will not be able to do so themselves. Fischer argues that in order to build and maintain useful 
software systems, we need to provide the end-user not only with tools which support evolutionary growth 
activities (e.g., combine, specialize) but also with tools which enable her to participate in the reseeding 
phase (e.g., visualization of structures, negotiation). 

In order to reflect on applying the SER model to the knowledge maturing process consider for example 
the maturity phase 'distributing in communities'. First, a community 'space' is seeded with an initial idea 
or topic. This involves creating an initial knowledge structure together with its knowledge units and their 
capabilities and characteristics. This community environment needs to be equipped with tools for 
combination, analysis, and change of the structures and the units themselves in order to enable 
evolutionary growth. Such tools enable the users to combine knowledge units to build (increasingly 
complex) knowledge structures and to change the knowledge units themselves according to their needs. 
Analysis tools enable the community to monitor and guide its activities. If the development of the topic 
reaches a certain level, the decision whether to take the topic to the maturity phase "formalizing" has to be 
made. If the development of the topic stagnates, reseeding might be an option. This includes pruning the 
current knowledge base, introducing new ideas, knowledge elements or people into the community or 
changing the topic.  

It is tempting to equate a SER cycle with a knowledge maturing phase. However, this conceptualization 
of knowledge maturing evokes the false impression that maturing is a collection of discrete steps which 
will happen in strict order. By applying the SER model, we not only stress that evolutionary growth and 
reseeding are important recurring phases of the maturing process, but that they are really inseparably 
interlinked and interwoven. That is, a user might engage in growth activities at one moment involving one 
knowledge asset type (content, semantics, process) (compare Figure 5) while the same user might engage 
in reseeding activities in parallel. This interplay of growth and reseeding activities invokes the association 
to the interplay of assimilation and accommodation processes during knowledge construction in informal 
learning (Riss & Cress, 2006). Here, a person integrates new knowledge into her own mental model of the 
topic by either adding the knowledge into already existing knowledge structures or this new piece of 
knowledge causes her to restructure her mental model in order to accommodate it.  
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Figure 5: Knowledge maturing in relationship to seeding, evolutionary growth and reseeding 
phases  

Based on these insights, we treat maturing as an organizationally guided learning process which 
interweaves informal learning processes of many individuals - first on a group or community level, then 
on an organizational level. Since these individuals utilize different types of knowledge representations 
(content, semantics, process) to document the gained insights, tools are needed to do so with low effort 
and to identify relationships between them. Our future research will specifically focus on identifying the 
factors which influence assimilation versus accommodation activities and the barriers people experience 
when doing so. 

When analyzing tools supporting knowledge work, we find a variety of (mostly) independent tools 
separated along two dimensions: (1) types of knowledge assets (content, semantics, process) and (2) level 
of interaction (organization, community/group, individual). The first dimension corresponds to different 
ways of knowledge construction and the second to the breadth of knowledge sharing. The separation of 
these tools reflects existing gaps in support of maturing processes (see Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: Separation of tools with respect to gaps within maturing processes.  

2.4 Knowledge Maturing as Distributed Cognition 

An important aspect of Knowledge Maturing as seen in its emerging theoretical conceptualization (see 
Mature Deliverable D1.1) the distributed character of knowledge flows, both in terms of distribution 
between agents (persons or communities) and distribution between internal and external knowledge 
representations (e.g. artefacts).  

This characteristic of Knowledge Maturing lends itself for viewing maturing as a process of distributed 
cognition where several interdependent agents exchange knowledge amongst each other using direct 
means of communication as well as external knowledge representations.  
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2.4.1 Mechanisms behind the negotiation of meaning and knowledge building  

Communities of practice (CoP) come into being if people of a particular domain interact to reach 
common goals. They support the informal propagation of valuable information, act as networks behind 
formal structures and are important building blocks for the creation, evolution and sharing of knowledge. 
Thus, organizational learning can be facilitated through a collection of these CoPs if they are occupied 
with specific but complementary aspects of information and interlinked to each other to induce a kind of 
circulation and sharing of knowledge. The assumption of emergence of knowledge development and 
cognitive activity through the interaction between different processing units (e.g. CoPs) is derived from a 
connectionist perspective and is also central in the theoretical framework of distributed cognition (DC). 
The latter concept was evolved by Hutchins (1995) arguing that cognition should be viewed as a 
distribution of information processing across both members of a social group and internal as well as 
external representations (e.g. artefacts).  

Hutchins draws parallels to structural and functional features of neural networks and advances Parallel 
Distributed Processing (PDP) in order to explain cognitive activities as a propagation of representational 
states across media (Rogers, 1997). Like Minsky (1985) who uses the metaphor “Society of Mind”, DC 
understands phenomena like memory, decision making and learning as interplay of specialised processors 
which are groups of neurons or areas at the brain level, and persons, groups of persons or even groups of 
groups of persons at the social band. On the other hand it seems logical to transfer concepts of cognitive 
psychology to the organizational field and to refer to Vygotsky’s notion of a “Mind in society” (1978). 
Hence, already discovered algorithmic rules, coordinating the interplay of brain areas or functional 
modules, should be applicable to practices between social communities.  

A whole organisation consisting of CoPs or other more formal arrangements like single networks or 
teams show cognitive properties and their architecture of cognition determines memory capacity and 
information retrieval. However, characteristics of assemblages differ from those of the participants and 
consequently knowledge and expertise of the entire group can’t be traced back to the sum of its members’ 
properties. Drawing parallels to the connectionist perspective, the storage of semantic knowledge is rather 
latent in connections and in the network than bound to single processing units or neurons.  

Wenger, McDermott and Snyder (2002) postulate that CoPs move through five different stages of 
development whereby in this context the middle one seems to be interesting since it is about maturing of 
practice, including knowledge base, tools, methods and language. In order to prevent a community from 
abandoning coordination and mutual understanding a process, called reification, has to occur. With the 
aid of artefacts, like shared symbols, documents and stories, something that is abstract becomes 
associated with a concrete form and as a consequence implicit parts of knowledge are translated into 
explicit ones that can be internalized and spread throughout an organisation. By projecting meaning to the 
external world (forms), reification enables communication if the emergence of artefacts is accompanied 
by the growth of consensus about the form-meaning-pairs among the members of a community.  

2.4.2 A connectionist simulation of the consensual use of symbols  

By means of a neural network simulation Hutchins and Hazlehurst (1995) demonstrate the significant 
impact of PDP on the understanding of processes leading to consensual use of symbols in a community, 
the interconnectedness of learning processes and to the maturation of patterns in organisational practice. 
The simulation included five individuals, modelled by connectionist networks of 36 input-, 4 hidden- and 
36 output-units, whereby each of the networks was encountered by a set of twelve visual scenes. The 
hidden layer produces the internal representations of the scenes, encoded as a particular pattern of 
activation and standing for the form-meaning-pairs or communicational artefacts. Because of the fact that 
the hidden units, the places for the production of words, are also “public” and therefore visible for the 
other networks, interactions in the community are added to the artificial, connectionist environment. An 
altered back-propagation-mechanism enables the individuals’ capability of learning from each other, by 
making the output of one, randomly chosen network (teacher) the target for the remaining members of the 
community (listeners). At each trial a comparison with the target-output takes place in order to reduce the 
error, the differences between the listeners’ and the teacher’s patterns of activation. As the output of one 
individual is input to others, learning processes consisting in the networks’ adaptation to the shape of 
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environment are interlinked, resulting in the development of shared symbols (similar activation patterns 
for same objects).  

Thus, the simulation shows that the essence of DC, “the propagation of representational states across 
media within a functional system” (Hutchins, 1995), brings both reification and agreement about artefacts 
or form-meaning resources into being. Furthermore it illustrates the importance of regarding external 
representations or the material as well as social environment as components of cognitive activity, since 
interactions between individuals and their outside world affect their internal representations, influencing 
individual and collective cognitive properties. Only the contact with the organization of physical and 
social environment produces an organization within the individual mind. When newcomers are introduced 
to learn the shared symbols of the community, the acquisition of the language by interacting with 
experienced group members is measurably facilitated if the community as a whole has already converged 
on a consistent set of terms. To some degree this phenomenon can be interpreted in terms of DC and 
therefore viewed as a propagation of an effective pattern through a society of societies of minds. By 
contrast this process of creating form-meaning-pairs in the form of organised internal representations is 
complicated if a well-formed lexicon has not been created by the community. Moreover the interactions 
between a small group of individuals and the “public” representations of a newcomer can result in a 
complete destruction of an already established but not entirely matured collection of symbols.  

As mentioned above PDP can be brought up to understand organizational learning in the sense of a 
maturation of patterns of activity across internal representations within an individual or members and 
artefacts among a community. On the analogy of connectionist networks, learning to adapt their responses 
to stimuli-configurations by adjusting connection-weights and therefore enhancing differentiation of 
activation patterns as a function of the environmental feedback, cultural practices in organizations form 
functional assemblages (Hutchins, 2000). From the experience of effectiveness and amount of success 
organizations implicitly or explicitly learn to emerge shared knowledge. They become skilled at 
discovering patterns of interconnections among persons, internal representations and artefacts and of 
cooperation and coordination. They gain at least soft knowledge of mobilizing a special sequence of 
procedures or a network of agencies or groups of persons in the face of a particular configuration of tasks 
or problems.  

2.5 A Conceptualization of Maturing Services  

In the following, we will use the concept of Maturing Services to refer to integrated support for the 
maturing process. That is, maturing services will bridge the separation along the dimensions of 
knowledge construction and knowledge sharing as outlined in Figure 6 on page 13. They are needed not 
only to help knowledge workers to handle these different knowledge assets, but also to entice them in 
sharing and negotiating among them.  

In this sense, Maturing Services are a form of complex Knowledge Services, which in turn are composed 
of basic services. These may be either already offered in heterogeneous systems as part of an enterprise 
application landscape, implemented additionally to enrich the services offered in an organization or 
invoked over the Web from a provider of maturing services. In line with the conceptualization of the SER 
Model, we introduce three types of maturing service which we will consider in the future: 

• Seeding Services enable the user to set up and initialize knowledge units and structures within a 
community. Seeding services also include functionalities to use the instantiated structures.  

• Growth Services allow users to add new knowledge units (e.g., documents or users), to adapt their 
characteristics (e.g., the users' competencies), to provide comments and to change the system 
behaviour. Growth services are based on a form of using the Web often cited as Web 2.0 in which 
users can produce their own content (user-generated content) and which utilizes collective usage 
data and user feedback to improve the system's value and performance due to network effects and 
phenomena which have been termed "collective intelligence" or "wisdom of the crowds" 
(Surowiecki, 2004). 

• Reseeding Services allow the user to analyse and visualize the collective activities of the 
community, negotiate between conceptualizations of different users and finally (and most 
importantly) to change the underlying structures and functionalities. These reseeding services will 
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go beyond the services offered under the umbrella term Web2.0 by enabling users to not only add 
and change content, but also to change the underlying structure and functionality of the evolving 
knowledge system.  

Following the notion of Distributed Cognition, we assume that the Maturing Services we envision operate 
on several kinds of external knowledge representations (e.g. artefacts, shared symbols or more or less 
formal knowledge structures). We consider all those representations which are important in the context of 
how the individual, the community or the organization we seek to support functions.  

The Knowledge Maturing Model suggests several of these knowledge representations that are worth 
considering (see MATURE Deliverable D1.1. and Figure 6 on page 13): contents, semantics and 
processes. These are represented in external knowledge artefacts (on the artefact level) but also have their 
corresponding representation in individual or collective knowledge (the cognifact and the sociofact level).  

Accordingly, we initially differentiate maturing services into two broad categories according to the type 
of external knowledge representation they operate on: Structures (such as semantic structures or temporal 
structures) and Content (such as natural language documents). In order to extend the scope beyond the 
analysis of artefacts, we will later introduce Usage Services as a third category of Maturing Services. 

• Structure Services: These operate on a more or less formal knowledge structure. We distinguish 
between semantic structures (corresponding to conceptual or declarative knowledge) and process 
structures (corresponding to procedural knowledge and drawing out temporal characteristics). As 
a first approximation, we are using associative and semantic networks as a basis for these 
services. We borrow from cognitive science approaches where associative networks structure a 
domain of knowledge in terms of the associations between entities. 

• Content Services: These operate mainly on texts composed of natural language. For these 
Maturing services, we rely on knowledge discovery algorithms mainly using statistical methods 
and some shallow natural language processing for text mining and text analysis. These methods 
extract features in the form of feature vectors from a textual information object, from which 
textual similarity measures can be derived. These in turn are then used for text classification, 
clustering and for other kinds of operations. 

In the context of knowledge maturing, we are also considering how these external knowledge 
representations correspond, are derived from or inform internal knowledge representations (such as 
cognifacts or sociofacts). It is for this reason that an analysis of external knowledge representations (or 
artefacts) would not suffice if we were to consider analysis and support of organizational knowledge 
maturing process. Hence, a further issue we are considering is the way that these external knowledge 
representations are being used. In a sense, we seek to learn from the behaviour of the persons interacting 
with artefacts in their use of them. In terms of the Distributed Cognition approaches, we make use of the 
traces that people leave when involved in their activities to learn more about the users themselves as well 
as the artefacts they are using. As a result, we are dealing with a third class of maturing services: 

• Usage Services: These make use of a representation of usage traces captured in the User 
Interaction Context Model, an ontology that describes usage in all its contexts in a formal way. 
From this representation we derive a representation of knowledge we have about single users by 
building up a history-based User Model. Such a model of the user has originated from research in 
adaptive systems, and – as we will see later –allows for inferences about the state of knowledge, 
the interests or other characteristics of that user. From the User Interaction Context Model, we 
will also derive a representation of knowledge about the usage of knowledge artefacts and the 
contexts in which they were used. In analogy to the user model, we shall call this representation a 
Resource Model. 

In the main part of this work (Chapters 3 to 5), we will present the conceptual foundations of these three 
types of services (structure, content and usage) in more detail. We will also report on the research we 
have conducted and the ongoing and planned activities. In Chapter 6, we will then present an overview of 
all Maturing Services which are currently being planned or already under development.  

Before we start with the conceptual foundations, the next section will shortly present the research 
methodology that underlies our approach. 
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2.6 A Research Methodology for Investigating Maturing Services  

It should have become clear in the previous sections that research in knowledge and maturing services is a 
complex matter. They involve many entities: artefacts and conceptual structures in several levels of 
formality, people and their interaction with these entities, community and organizational issues. Finally, 
the time dimension plays a significant role as we want to observe, model and support processes that take 
place in time, namely organizational and individual learning processes. In the end we would like to have 
intelligent services that perform effectively in this highly complex environment.  

It should also have become clear that we are pursuing a highly interdisciplinary conceptual approach: We 
borrow from theories from Information Systems, Management, Organizational Learning and Cognitive 
Science which makes things even more complex.  

Accordingly, we see a multi-faceted research strategy as the only way to deal with this complexity, and 
the only chance we will be successful. We are pursuing an iterative approach which involves a number of 
research methodologies (ethnographic research, lab experiments, design research, rapid prototyping, field 
evaluation) that benefit and complement each other.  

As different topics are in different stages of development, we think that different methodologies are 
needed to tackle them. The following list gives an overview of methodologies that we have been using. 
The items can be roughly taken as sequential research activities pursued for one research area, although 
iterations are possible. Examples are given from our prior research which will be addressed in more detail 
in various sections of this document. 

1. Conceptually designing models and algorithms  

o This is usually the first stage of any development. For all three research areas we are 
tackling in the context of maturing services, we will therefore present the conceptual 
foundations and the prior work we are building upon.  

2. Ethnographic research  

o Ethnographic research can generate a wealth of data about real world processes and 
phenomena. This data is usually used to derive requirements or constraints for services so 
that they fit with current practices in the intended field of application.  

o Example: In the case of the MATURE project, ethnographic evidence was extensively 
gathered within WP 1 activities. In terms of the Maturing Services, we have taken up this 
work by analyzing the evidence that was gathered about Maturity Indicators, i.e. 
indicators which make visible the maturing in an organizational setting. These analyses 
are reported in section 6.2.1.  

3. Conducting lab studies in controlled settings to test models and algorithms  

o Lab studies have the benefit of controllability and are therefore good ways to ensure 
internal validity of research results.   

o Example: Collaborative Tagging is a relatively recent phenomenon. As we will be 
showing in section 3.2, associative networks can be used to model phenomena in such 
environments and in the resulting folksonomies. In section 3.2.1 we therefore present an 
experimental lab study which we have conducted to gain a better understanding of these 
phenomena and the applicability of our models. 

4. Testing or simulating the behaviour of the algorithms using existing real world data sets  

o Lab studies usually are confined to a limited dataset which was produced in a controlled 
environment. To address the issue of ecological validity, we use existing datasets from 
real world environments where possible and simulate the behaviour of our algorithms in 
these settings. 

o Example: In section 3.2.2, we are taking the algorithms that analyze folksonomy data and 
which we tested in a lab setting into the field and simulate their behaviour in a real world 
CiteULike dataset. 
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5. Conducting design studies and implementing services using a rapid prototyping approach 

o This approach takes parts of the models and algorithms into the field by developing quick 
prototypes. We also draw in application cases and partners to evaluate our approach early 
on and generate feedback of the viability of our approach.  

o Example: In the MATURE project, considerable use was made of design studies which 
were documented in Deliverables 2.1 and 3.1. We also implemented some first Maturing 
Services as part of the Semantic Media Wiki Design study, which is reported in section 
4.4. 

6. Evaluation of services in realworld and large scale application settings 

o After evaluation in a constrained setting, the next and final step would be to test the 
prototypes with in realistic work settings. In Mature, there will be several opportunities 
for formative and summative field evaluations during the course of the project’s lifetime. 
These will be tackled towards the end of year 2. 
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3 Structure Services  
As mentioned in the previous chapter, we are using associative network models to represent the semantic 
structures which the Maturing Services operate on. The main reason for using associative networks is 
their long and successful history. Associative network models are now part of virtually all models of 
human memory processes, and they have been successfully applied in information technology 
applications in diverse areas. In terms of MATURE, the benefits of associative networks are that they are 
able to model learning processes over time, and that they can deal with a large range of degrees of 
formality in knowledge structures (such as ontologies, natural language texts and even folksonomies). 

We will first discuss how associative networks are being used in cognitive science and in different 
cognitive architectures, as well as in information retrieval (section 3.1). We will then present approaches 
to use associative networks in the context of folksonomies (as derived from collaborative tagging 
environments) (section 3.2). This will allow us to come towards analyzing semantic maturing in different 
kinds of structures. We close with a section on process maturing, where we look at the maturing of 
temporal structures (3.3). 

3.1 Associative Networks and Associative Retrieval 

Maturing Services operate on a certain type of knowledge representation. Cognitive Psychology offers a 
number of knowledge representations that have been validated on an individual level. Especially 
cognitive architectures are often being used to model individual cognitive processes. Most of these 
operate on an associative network representation of long-term memory which is one of the key 
components of our approach.  

As knowledge maturing is inherently a distributed phenomenon, we are extending the use of these 
architectures to encompass also such phenomena, as consensus building in distributed settings.  

3.1.1 Cognitive Architectures  

Specialization in the field of cognitive psychology resulted in a sophisticated exploration of separate units 
of mental processes like perception, motor control, memory, language or arithmetic, raising the question 
how coherent cognition can be produced in the face of different modules. Cognitive architectures aim at 
putting these pieces together to establish a total picture of the mind and to overcome the notion of 
dissociations between individual aspects of information processing.  

Based on precise assumptions of these unified theories of cognition (UTC) human mental processes can 
be modelled by computer programs like LISP and the comparison of the simulation with structural and 
functional aspects of real human behaviour allows to test underlying hypotheses. Thus, cognitive 
architectures can also be viewed as an expansion of a methodological approach to information processing.  

According to the belief of researches in this area, the understanding of cognition as a whole enables 
implementations in working systems. Models of complex cognition offer the opportunity of using 
psychological knowledge to improve human-computer-interactions (HCI) in the sense of higher usability, 
as well as to see new concepts of algorithms for automatic problem solving. ACT, a famous cognitive 
architecture, has been successfully applied to develop user modelling (Corbett, Anderson & O'Brien, 
1995; Ritter & Young, 2001), intelligent tutoring systems, e.g. in the form of cognitive tutors in school 
education (Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger & Pelletier, 1995) and information search (Pirolli & Fu, 2003).  

To sum up cognitive architectures help to build a bridge from experimental cognitive psychology to the 
design of intelligent computer systems by providing means for description, explanation and evaluation.  

3.1.2 The associative network in ACT (adaptive control of thought)  

ACT is a cognitive architecture which is designed as a goal-directed production-system. The latest 
versions are ACT-R (adaptive control of thought – rational; Anderson, 1993) as well as its extension to 
perceptual and motor components (ACT-R/PM).  
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Four modules, operating in parallel, process different aspects of information. A goal module keeps track 
of intentions and representations of subgoals. The perceptual module is responsible for identification and 
localisation of objects whereas the manual module controls hand-movements. The declarative memory, a 
cognitive core of ACT, stores factual information about the world in the form of chunks constituting 
explicit memory. These cognitive structures can be viewed as nodes of a semantic network and the access 
to them is controlled by subsymbolic activation processes. Their availability rises with increasing practice 
(number of recalls in the past) and decreases with delay (period of time since the last recall). In addition 
to that, due to spreading activation a higher number of associated facts reduces associative activation of 
the required chunk and as a consequence its probability of being retrieved. Procedural knowledge, the 
application of declarative knowledge to solve problems, is implemented by a central production system. It 
consists of production rules which integrate information processing of the four modules and enable 
coherent cognition.  

Especially the declarative memory component of ACT-R has been used in knowledge based systems 
design. In information retrieval, spreading activation algorithms have been used to model retrieval 
processes in an associative networks (such as semantic or neural networks), and thereby mimic retrieval 
processes from human memory.  

3.1.3 Associative Retrieval  

The information retrieval paradigm that follows from this approach has been called Associative Retrieval. 
This retrieves material that is not directly captured by a query, but has the potential of being relevant 
because it is associated with relevant material.  

We perform our associative retrieval approach based on the semantic metadata available from the 
documents and based on the content of the documents to increase the amount of relevant material which 
can be provided. For this purpose, we exploit associations between concepts in the domain model and 
associations between documents in the document base of the company. Associations are created by means 
of semantic similarly and textual similarity and are modelled as edges in the Associative Network 
(Crestani, 1997). Nodes in this network represent information items such as documents, terms or 
concepts, edges represent associations between information items. Edges can be weighed and / or 
labelled, expressing the degree (and type) of association between two information items.  

Items from this network are retrieved using spreading activation which also originates from cognitive 
psychology approaches mentioned above. Starting from a set of initially activated nodes in the net, the 
activation spreads over the network (Sharifian & Samani, 1997). During search, activation flows from a 
set of initially activated information items over the edges to their neighbours. The information items with 
the highest level of activation are seen to be the most similar to the set of nodes activated initially.  

Spreading activation found its way into applications in both neural and semantic networks for information 
retrieval (Crestani, 1997). It is comparable to other retrieval techniques regarding its performance (Mandl, 
2001). A detailed introduction to spreading activation in information retrieval can be found in (Crestani, 
1997). A description of our studies on the topic can be found in (Scheir & Lindstaedt, 2006).  

Our intention is to extend these initial approaches by extending their scope to include the community and 
organizational perspective. Currently, ACT-R models as used in information retrieval or search in 
knowledge representations take an individual knowledge perspective. A question remains of how to deal 
with knowledge bases which are evolving in a community setting as will be the case in MATURE. This 
will involve incorporating different formalization levels of knowledge elements into a single associative 
network, such as terms used in documents, informal tags used in a community setting and formal 
ontological concepts and their relations. This integrated associative network can then be seen as 
representing the knowledge of the community and is used as the basis for providing different services.  

An additional challenge will be to incorporate learning processes utilizing ACT-R’s learning mechanisms, 
such as an adaptation of the network structure as induced by user relevance feedback utilizing Hebbian 
learning (Heylighen & Bollen, 2002) or back propagation as known from research in neural networks 
(Crestani, 1997). Additional learning occurs through the constant evolution of the document base and of 
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other knowledge elements. New approaches of associative mining (Heylighen, 2001) may be utilized 
here.  

Finally, validation mechanisms play a major role. These relate the community knowledge representation 
to the community’s use of it, such as through comparing more formal knowledge representations to the 
use of informal representation, like tags. Techniques form ontology evolution may be utilized here.  

3.1.4 Associative Retrieval and spreading activation  

One of the first works in spreading activation in information retrieval is (Preece, 1999). (Crestani, 1997) 
presents a detailed introduction to spreading activation in information retrieval. In (Cohen & Kjeldsen, 
1987) a set of constraints for better control over the spread of activation is introduced, coining the term 
Constrained-Spreading-Activation for this approach. Mandl (2001) concludes from the good performance 
of the spreading activation based systems (Boughanem, Dkaki, Mothe & Soule-Dupuy, 1999) and (Kwok, 
1991) that the spreading activation model is comparable to other retrieval techniques in its performance.  

Besides systems that use spreading activation for finding similarities between text documents or search 
terms and text documents, other approaches employ spreading activation for finding similar concepts in 
knowledge representations. Ontocopi (Alani, Dasmahapatra, O’Hara & Shadbolt, 2003) identifies 
communities of practice in an ontology using spreading activation based clustering. Rocha, Schwabe and 
Aragao (2004) present a hybrid approach for searching the (semantic) web, that combines keyword based 
search and spreading activation search in an ontology for search on websites. Berger, Dittenbach and 
Merkl (2004) present a tourist information system whose underlying knowledge base is searched using 
spreading activation. Finally, Huang, Chen and Zeng (2004) address the scarcity problem in 
recommender systems using a network-based associative retrieval approach.  

3.1.5 An Associative Retrieval Service for Work-integrated Learning 

A reference implementation of the approaches mentioned above has been done within the EU-funded, 
integrated project APOSDLE1 jointly by the Technical University of Graz as well as the Know-Center. 
Here, the associative network is used for context based retrieval of knowledge artifacts for work-
integrated learning. The Associative Retrieval Service is developed as stand-alone service and will be 
further developed within the MATURE project. 

In this Associative Retrieval approach, the information items are modelled using an Associative Network 
as a weighted directed graph. The network contains concepts and documents, the connections between 
these items are implemented using edges with a certain weight (see Figure 7). Starting from a set of 
concepts, the Associative Retrieval tries to find matching documents using Spreading Activation. The 
extent of the search routine can be limited by for example tweaking query expansion (search for similar 
concepts to the set of starting concepts and add them to the set) and result set expansion (search for 
similar documents to the already found documents and add them to the final result). 

In order to create meaningful associations between nodes an additional service providing the extraction of 
meta-data is required. Network representation is based on document (textual) similarity and on concept 
(ontological) similarity measures. The former is more thoroughly discussed in Chapter 4. As Semantic 
Similarity plays a prominent role for the analysis of conceptual structures, it will be explained in more 
detail in the next section. 

                                                      
1 Advanced Process-Oriented Self-Directed Learning Environment, www.aposdle.org 

http://www.aposdle.org/


 
Figure 7: APOSDLE Associative Retrieval Service 

 

3.1.6 Semantic Similarity  

An important aspect of semantic maturing is the increase of interconnection between nodes within a graph 
structure. In order to support the maturing of semantic structures, maturing services will provide a set of 
services for deriving relations (associations) between nodes in the semantic network. Since there are 
several layers, we provide several types of relations. The similarity of semantics is calculated only an 
ontological level – the concept layer (see Figure 7). Similarity between documents provided by the 
content similarity service is described in 6.1.2 Content Services MS 2.2.4. Similarity between concepts 
and documents is covered by classification services in 6.1.2 Content Services MS 2.2.5. 

For calculating the similarity of two ontological concepts a symmetric semantic similarity measure is 
used. The method requires two concepts belonging to the same ontology as input. It calculates the 
semantic similarity between these two concepts according to equation 1. This similarity measure builds 
on the path length to the root node from the least common subsumer (lcs) of the two concepts, which is 
the most specific concept they share as an ancestor. This value is scaled by the sum of the path lengths 
from the individual concepts to the root. 

Depending on the features present in an ontology different similarity measures qualify to be applied. We 
chose the measure as a prominent feature of our ontology are taxonomic relations between concepts. An 
advantage of the used measure is that it tries to address one of the typical problems of taxonomy-based 
approaches to similarity: relations in the taxonomy do not always represent a uniform (semantic) distance. 
The more specific the hierarchy becomes, the more similar a child node is to its father node in the 
taxonomy. 

3.2 Semantic Maturing in Collaborative Tagging 

In recent years social resource sharing tools have emerged rapidly in the web. Tools like Flickr or 
del.icio.us have acquired large numbers of users, the reason for this success is that no special skills are 
needed for participation and that these tools offer immediate benefit for each individual user. 
Collaborative tagging is prevalent in such environments. It describes the process by which many users 
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can freely add metadata in the form of keywords (tags) to shared content in the web. Tagging systems can 
thus be seen as a first step providing semantic descriptions for various knowledge artefacts in the web, 
like images (in Flickr) , videos (in YouTube), bookmarks (in del.icio.us), music (in last.fm) and various 
other sources. Tagging these artefacts is a common way of organizing it for future use: it has an indexing 
purpose, enables navigation of resources, facilitates search and filtering on two levels at once: on a 
personal and on a community based level. As collaborative tagging does not rely on a predefined structure 
or a controlled vocabulary, it allows the emergence of an evolving structure of shared keywords, called 
'folksonomy'. 

Folksonomies have generated increasing interest not only for an individual person but also for 
organisations. People new to a company for example might rely on such an environment since the new 
employer would like to know what other people in the organization think. This is interesting and 
important concerning a certain topic the person is now assigned to work on. Contrary to a simple keyword 
search on Google or Yahoo, one gets a pre-selection of websites, which other people found useful. 

With the growing significance of folksonomies and because of their emergent character, they have 
become a natural target for researching maturing processes. As mentioned previously, our aim is to 
describe knowledge maturing in an organisation as a distributed cognitive process. This cognitive process 
is based on a knowledge representation that describes the knowledge of a whole community. In the 
example of the collaborative tagging environment, the folksonomy is modelled as an associative network 
using tag co-occurrences (Steels, 2006). Tags are modelled as nodes in a network where co-occurrence 
with other tags determines the associations, or the weights on the edges.  

We are presenting two studies at this point which we have conducted to gain insight into the process of 
semantic maturing in the context of folksonomies. The first one is an experimental study using the 
collaborative tagging environment SOBOLEO, the second one has utilized an existing folksonomy 
dataset from CiteULike. 

3.2.1 Semantic Maturing in Collaborative Tagging: An Experimental Study 

The purpose of this first study was to gain insights into the exact processes of the maturing of knowledge 
in a community setting when community members interact in a collaborative tagging environment. Also, 
we were seeking to perform a first test into the applicability of our cognitive modelling approach 
mentioned previously. For this purpose we conducted a controlled lab experiment in which groups of 
students were using the SOBOLEO environment (Zacharias & Baun, 2007) for a longer duration of time 
(6 months) to collect and share resources for a certain topic, to collaboratively tag resources (assign 
keywords) and work on a shared taxonomy of tags.  

SOBOLEO is a collaborative tagging environment which is enhanced by providing a lightweight, 
collaborative ontology editor that allows for introducing broader, narrower, and synonym relationships 
among tags. Users can define the ontology (here referred to as a “light-weight ontology”) iteratively and 
in a collaborative manner. It is assumed that an ontology evolves or matures based on community 
activities over time. It has been suggested that the SOBOLEO environment eases the gap between a 
folksonomy and an ontology and thereby supports the process of Ontology Maturing (Schmidt, 2005). 

As a theoretical framework we use the notion of distributed cognition that supposes a cognitive system 
involving people, artefacts, internal and external representations. In the present case, we transfer this 
framework to collaborative tagging environments in order to reveal mechanisms for collective knowledge 
building. For this purpose Distributed Cognition (DC) suggests paying attention to communication and 
interaction defined as the propagation of representational states across media encompassing internal (e.g. 
individuals’ ideas) and external representations (e.g. tags). To some extend, tags reveal internal 
representations associated with the corresponding object and map onto or activate associative structures 
of other users. Such processes have long been researched in the DC framework, and have also been 
modelled as connectionist networks of agents (see the simulation by Hutchins & Hazelhurst in Section 
2.4.2). By this sort of priming important categories become more available, preparing readers for certain 
content and therefore helping to understand the new object. Since this process results in a modification of 
internal representations which evokes a reuse and adoption of tags, in turn influencing the behaviour of 
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other group members, iterative learning loops and the propagation of representational states are initiated 
(Yew, Gibson & Teasley, 2006). This kind of negotiation of meaning coordinates changes of mental 
structures and their externalizations in the form of tags leading to the emergence of shared knowledge and 
symbols.  

The first two stages of the model of Ontology Maturing describe developmental transitions in 
collaborative tagging environments. The processes portrayed in these stages are well inline with the 
Hutchins and Hazelhurst’s connectionist simulation. At the stage of “emergence of ideas” new concepts 
become reified by tags which are not yet well defined. This immature way of information transformation 
is similar to the behaviour of the networks’ community at the beginning of the simulation where 
activation patterns in the hidden units are weak and random. The driving forces for consolidation in 
communities and the rise of shared vocabulary during the second stage are reuse and adoption of concept 
symbols (tags) as part of interaction-processes. Likewise the variability between networks’ activation 
patterns for same visual scenes decreases as a consequence of mutual adoption to internal representations 
of the other members through an altered back propagation mechanism enabling communication.  

Both the report of Golder and Huberman (2006) that tags for individual resources stabilize over time, and 
the finding of Marlow, Naaman, Boyd and Davis (2006) that vocabularies of socially connected users 
have a bigger overlap are in accordance with the growing representational consensus among the artificial 
agents. Because their interactions and the whole simulation are based on DC-principles this theoretical 
framework seems to be useful for explanations of phenomena in collaborative tagging environments.  

3.2.1.1 Purpose and Design 

The study had two purposes: First, we wanted to validate an activation equation employed in the ACT-R 
declarative memory module in a setting of distributed cognition in a collaborative tagging environment. 
The second purpose was to investigate the role of the maturity of internal and external knowledge 
representations in that setting.  

The ACT-R activation equation is used in a spreading activation model to predict the availability of a 
specific unit of knowledge at a given moment in time given the frequency of prior use and the 
connectedness of the unit of knowledge. To operationalize this activation equation in a distributed setting, 
we used the tags that the groups of students had generated as units of knowledge. The two input 
parameters were the number of times these tags had been used within the group (for tagging or for 
accessing resources), and the number of direct edges the tag had in the group’s collaboratively modelled 
taxonomy. Note that both these parameters are variables that describe collaborative tagging on a group 
level, not on an individual level.  

To measure internal representation and availability of tags, we used two methods. First, we employed a 
cued association test using as cues the tags the group had generated. The number of associations that a 
student generated for a given tag was taken as a measure of the strength of internal representation of that 
concept. Second, students rated the relevance of these same tags. We expected that the activation equation 
would predict the number of associations as well as the judged relevance (Hypothesis 1). 

In order to experimentally vary the maturity of the common knowledge representation, we gave half of 
the student groups a topic to work on for the whole duration of the course. The other half worked on two 
different topics for half the course duration each. We expected that the groups that worked longer would 
form a more elaborate, and more shared representation of the knowledge domain, both internally and 
externally (in the form of the SOBOLEO taxonomy). Following findings of Golder and Huberman 
(2006), we expected that the groups that had worked longer would form a more stable representation 
especially in the more specific levels of the taxonomy (Hypothesis 2). In psychological categorization 
research, this effect has become to be called a basic level - expertise interaction, meaning that experts use 
a more specific category level than novices when categorizing objects.  

3.2.1.2 Method 

The study was conducted as part of a university course on cognitive models in technology enhanced 
learning. 25 students participated and received course credit for taking part. The seminar group was split 
into four groups, controlling for their prior score in a cued association test. Two of the groups were given 
one topic (The use of Wikis in enterprises), the other two were given a different topic (The use of 
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Weblogs in universities). All groups then worked on these topics for approximately 3 months. Each was 
using a separate instantiation of the SOBOLEO environment, and they did not have access to the other 
groups’ instantiations. They had to collect bookmarks, post them to their group’s SOBOLEO 
environment and describe them with a number of tags. From time to time, they were also asked to 
collaboratively structure the tags into a hierarchy. They used the SOBOLEO chat and a discussion forum 
for discussing these changes to the hierarchy. 

After three months (t1), two of the groups were given the other topic and their SOBOLEO environmet 
was cleared. The other two groups continued to work on their original topic. The cued association test and 
relevance rating was also given to all students at t1, as well as at the end of the experiment after another 3 
months (t2). For the cued association tests, tags were randomly drawn from three levels of the SOBOLEO 
hierarchy which the students had generated, top level (1), second level (2), and all those below the second 
level (3). For relevance rating, these same tags were used. 

Furthermore, a post hoc questionnaire was given to the students at t2 which asked for the perceived 
quality of the taxonomy, perceived support from the SOBOLEO software, perceived quality of the 
interaction in the group, and their understanding of the topic they had worked on. Answers were on a 5-
point Likert scale, and students were asked to write free text answers in case they did not agree with some 
of the statements. 

3.2.1.3 Results 

Concerning Hypothesis 1, we found that tag activation, as derived from the ACT activation equation, was 
a very good predictor for the relevance ratings for tags, but not for the number of associations in the cued 
association test. The correlation coefficient was especially pronounced for the first level of the category 
hierarchy students had generated in SOBOLEO (r = 0.86, p<.01, N=12). On the second level, the 
coefficient was smaller, but still highly significant (r = 0.46, p<.01, N=32). On the third level, correlation 
approached significance (r = 0.29, p=0.11, N=32). Scatter plots for all three levels can be found in Figure 
8. The overall correlation coefficient, averaging correlation coefficients over the three levels after 
applying Fisher Z-transformation, was r=0.478. 

When the components of the activation equation are considered separately, it is remarkable that base rate 
activation of a tag (which is dependent on frequency and time lag of prior use of the tag) alone is not 
sufficient as a predictor for judged relevance. Rather, the connectedness of the tag in the SOBOLEO 
taxonomy is also a necessary component.  

Our analyses with regard to Hypothesis 2 are shown in Figure 9 where number of associations in the cued 
association test and judged relevance for tags are shown for the two groups and separated for the three 
levels of the SOBOLEO taxonomy. First, the results indicate a basic level effect where the first level 
seems to correspond to the basic level category for all groups. Tags from this level were judged more 
relevant and activated more associations. Secondly, a basic level - expertise interaction is emerging, but it 
is in the opposite direction than we had expected. In fact, group 1 (the group that had only worked on the 
topic for half the semester), actually performed better on the more specific tags (with more associations 
and a higher judged relevance) than group 2.  
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Figure 8: Tag activation predicts judged relevance on three levels of the SOBOLEO hierarchy 
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Figure 9: Number of associations (left) and judged relevance (right) for tags on three levels of the 
SOBOLEO taxonomy in the two groups 

Results from the post hoc questionnaire are very instructive. Both groups judged the support from the 
SOBOLEO environment and the support for group interaction as rather negative. Albeit having worked 
on the same topic for a longer time, group 2 gave significantly lower ratings when asked for their 
understanding of the topic and the quality of their taxonomy. Free text answers indicate that especially 
students in group 2 found it more difficult to collaboratively work on the shared taxonomy in SOBOLEO 
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and they felt that the exercise had resulted in a chaotic collection of bookmarks and tags where it was 
rather difficult to keep an overview. Also they felt that due to the lack of more effective communication 
facilities, there had not been a real feeling of a group identity, but rather that everyone had worked in 
isolation.  

3.2.1.4 Discussion 

Our initial results show a very promising approach of using a cognitive architecture, and especially the 
activation equation of the ACT-R declarative memory module to model distributed phenomena in a 
collaborative tagging environment. Judged tag relevance was strongly predicted by tag activation. These 
results show great potential for applying the model we have used for providing maturing services in 
collaborative tagging environments. For example, the activation equation can be used for recommending 
relevant tags to correspond more to the internal knowledge representation of group members. Similarly, it 
could play a role in gardening activities that seek to turn a folksonomy into a more formal representation 
(as is the goal of the SOBOLEO environment).  

In terms of an understanding of the internal and external processes in collaborative tagging, we were able 
to show a basic level effect where novices in a topic were more likely to choose tags from a certain level 
of the hierarchy, and this also corresponded to the strength of the internal representation. We will be 
seeking to exploit this effect in providing measurements for the maturity of a certain topic in a 
community. 

Unfortunately, the restrictions of the software we used did not let us observe real maturing processes in 
the student groups we studied. We must admit that the students in our experiments were not proficient in 
the use of collaborative tagging, nor were they knowledgeable about editing ontologies. The training for 
the use of SOBOLEO was fairly limited, and also we did not interfere in the groups’ process of tagging 
and ontology editing all that much. Hence, better preparing the groups for the use of the tools may be one 
of the key takeaways for a further study. 

Our results also point to the important role that effective communication mechanisms play for knowledge 
maturing in collaborative tagging. Collaboratively developing a useful knowledge representation is a 
highly complex task which needs collaboration tools that may go beyond what current tools offer. 
Moreover, a good amount of guidance may be needed for the group to be effective. 

3.2.2 From Folksonomies to Ontologies: An Analysis of a Real World Dataset 

The purpose of this ongoing study is to validate some of our assumptions mentioned in the previous 
sections using a real world folksonomy dataset. We would like to find indicators for semantic maturing in 
a collaborative tagging environment and to find ways to extract semantics from folksonomies.  

The main difference between folksonomy and ontology approaches is that collaborative tagging aims to 
respect to the largest possible extent the request of non-expert users not to be bothered with any formal 
modelling overhead. Folksonomies are generally assumed to be a lightweight approach compared to 
ontologies as there has originally been only level of relations between users and resources available. 
Though, in addition to this flat collection of tags, some social Web sites have recently began to allow 
users to organize their content and metadata hierarchically. A social photo sharing site (Flickr), for 
example, allows users to group related photos in sets, and related sets in collections. Another social 
bookmarking site (Del.icio.us) similarly lets users group related tags into bundles.  

While folksonomies allow tagging of similar resources with a variety of tags, their content retrieval 
mechanisms neglects the way tags relate to each other although they annotate the same or similar 
resources. For example the knowledge that lions and tigers are kind of mammals would enhance the 
potential of folksonomies. Several methods have been proposed to finding groups of implicitly related 
tags, most of them by clustering tags on the basis of tag similarity rather than identifying the semantics of 
those relations. Angeletou, Sabou, Specia & Motta (2007) suggested that content retrieval can be further 
improved by making the relations between tags explicit. They propose the semantic enrichment of 
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folksonomy tags with explicit relations by exploring online ontologies. In this context, a tool (FLOR2) 
that performs semantic enrichment of folksonomy tagspaces by exploiting online ontologies, thesauri and 
other knowledge sources was developed. There is recently also growing empirical research of how 
information from a folksonomy modelled as an associative network of tag co-occurrence allows the 
emerging of semantic relations between tags such as discovering broader or narrower terms or synonyms 
(Specia & Motta, 2007; Hotho, Jäschke, Schmitz & Stumme, 2006). 

A complimentary approach is the use of collaborative and lightweight tools for ontology building which 
extends the tagging paradigm, such as SOBOLEO (see previous section). Here, the collaborative tagging 
environment is enhanced by providing a (lightweight), collaborative ontology editor that allows for 
introducing broader, narrower, and synonym relationships to cover for the most common problems in 
folkosomies. It is assumed that an ontology evolves or matures based on those community activities, see 
(Braun et al., 2007). In this case, it would be beneficial to provide the community with supporting 
services that help them to consolidate part of the folksonomy into an ontology by spotting candidates for 
merging or heavily used tags (where it would be worth consolidating), and by facilitating the 
consolidation task as such. Here, analysis services particularly help in reseeding activities.  

3.2.2.1 A Review of Data Analysis Methods for Folksonomy Data 

Folksonomy Notation 

A folksonomy F is a tuple ( YR,T,U,:=F ) where U, T, R are finite sets whose elements are called user, 
tag and resource. A user is typically defined by an ID, a tag can be any kind of string and a resource may 
depend on the system, e.g. URLs, documents, pictures etc. RTUY ××∈  is a ternary relation between 
them, called tag assignments (in short: TAS). An alternative definition of a folksonomy is based on a 
tripartite hypergraph, whose nodes are in the set RTUV ∪∪∈  and every edge 

( ) RTU:=Ee,rt,u,=e ××∈  connects exactly one tag, one resource and one user. 

Some times it is necessary to consider all tag assignments of a certain user for a specific relation: 
( ) ( ) TtYru,t,=ru,P ∈∈ . Additionally important is a Personomy P, which is the restriction of the 

folksonomy F to a specific user Uu∈ . 

Describing the underlying structure of a folksonomy: 

This gives an insight to what extent the network exhibit the small-world-phenomenon. 

• Number of nodes (that covers numbers of users, relations and annotated tags) give an insight to 
what extent the network exhibit the small-world-phenomenon. 

• Degree distribution: The degree di of a node i is the number of nodes with which it is connected 
and for each network, the spread in node degree follows a distribution function P(k) which is in 
the case of scale free networks (a folksonomy belongs to this class of networks) the power-law 
distribution.  

• Clustering coefficient: A node with degree di is connected to di nodes in the network, which 
means there are i edges ei in the subgraph of di size. It follows that there can be a maximum of  
1/2 di (di -1) edges between these di nodes. The ratio 

( )1
2

−ii

i
i kk

E
=C

 is the clustering coefficient of the 

node i. The clustering coefficient Ci measures the interrelatedness of i's neighbours. 

• The Average path length indicates the effort of getting from one node to another whilst jumping 
e.g. from a given tag to (1) any resource associated or (2) to any user who used this tag: For two 
nodes (i,j) in the same connected component is lij the minimum length of all possible paths 
between them. The average path length is then the average value of all lij 
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Pre-Processing: 

The basic reason for the popularity of a folksonomy, that it does not assume a pre-defined vocabulary, 
causes a number of limitations and weaknesses when it comes to information retrieval by searching for 
tags. Different users can have different intentions for annotating resources in various social bookmarking 
systems or tagging systems and therefore build their tags according to their own needs, without relying on 
a previously predefined vocabulary or structure. This causes several problems as people use for example 
different languages for tagging, misspelling can occur, synonyms are used to annotate and various forms 
of a word are used (e.g. san_francisco, SanFrancisco and sanfrancisco). Problems include ambiguity (e.g. 
the word apple may refer to a fruit or a computer company), lack of synonymy (e.g. track and lorry), lack 
of consistency (e.g san_francisco and SF) and the level of granularity (e.g. java and programming). To 
overcome these problems for data analysis, pre-processing of the given data might be necessary. In the 
following several established techniques are presented and discussed. 

• Stemming: This means reducing the word to its stem. To do so, a stemming algorithm should for 
example identify the words 'cats', 'catlike', 'catty' etc. as based on the root 'cat' and the words 
'fishing', 'fished', 'fish', and 'fisher' to its root word 'fish'. 

• Filtering of tags:  

o Unusual tags (Specia & Motta, 2007) (and corresponding resources if they are not 
annotated by any other tag): This might be necessary if one is interested in tags with a 
more general applicability e.g. tags which do not contain numbers etc. 

o Meaningless tags: Spelling mistakes of users or the system’s mistakes produce 
meaningless tags -for example: 'a' is taken as a meaningless tag (Xu, Chen, Jiang, Tang, 
Liu & Gong, 2008). To detect typos in a list of tags, common algorithms can be used - 
like the string-edit-function for example. These algorithms not only identify wrongly 
written words but also very similar words: 'cool' and 'tool' would have a distance of 1 
though it is no typo. To overcome this problem, a thesaurus could be additionally used to 
detect whether the found words are wrong spelled or not. 

o Infrequent and isolated tags: Remove all tags which occur less than a certain number of 
times or which appear only isolated 

o Group morphologically very similar tags: One of the most important metrics here is 
the Levenshtein distance with a high threshold to determine 'similar' words3,, other 
similarity measures are for example Augmented Expected Mutual Information (AEMI)., 

Simrank,, Pythagorean Theorem (PT), Pessimistic Similarity (PS), Cosine Similarity 
(CS), Adjusted Cosine Similarity (ACS), Pearson Coefficient (PC), IDF/TF.  

Co-Occurrence Matrix 

Most of the approaches concerning ontology learning from folksonomies rely on co-occurrence models. 
This is in line with the assumption that in sparse structures, such as folksonomies, positive correlations 
carry most of the essential information about the data (see Goldenberg and Moore (2004) for a theoretical 
justification). This includes for example the co-occurrence of (tags, users) or (users, resources) in order to 
explore the interests of users, the co-occurrence of (tags, resources) to identify a description of a certain 
resource and finally tag co-occurrence frequency to detect similarity between tags and a probability 
distribution of co-occurrences to show characteristics of network of tags. 
Clustering 

Clustering is the assignment of objects into groups which are called clusters so that objects from the 
same cluster are more similar to each other than objects from different clusters.   

The benefit of the tag clusters might not be obvious on first sight, but it provides a very useful approach 
in broad folksonomies with a huge amount of tags and lots of tagged resources. For example two URLs in 
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a bookmarking system could be thought to belong to the same cluster if they are annotated with similar 
sets of tags. Combinations of one or more tags can be used to filter results of a browsing process or to 
create clusters based feeds for topic subscriptions of users.  

Golder and Huberman (2005) and others defined different kinds of tags users used to annotate in the 
social bookmarking system del.ici.ous, clusters can help to identify those and filter out relevant ones for 
information retrieval: 

• Content description: Identifying what (or who) the resource is about – mostly keywords of the 
text, this identifies the most intuitive way to tag a resource 

• Organisation: Identifying of what kind the tagged resource is, e.g. 'blog', 'pdf', 'homepage' etc 

• Administration: Identifying who owns the resource or identifying rights access: 'JohnSmith', 
'opensource' 

• Refining Categories: 'animals','mammal' and 'documentary' 

• Identifying Qualities or Characteristics: 'good','bad', 'funny' etc. 

• Self Reference and Self Organization (or Task Organization): 'mystuff', '2read', 'todo', 'later' or 
'jobsearch' 

In contrary to the tag and term network the sub concepts themselves contain information which helps the 
learner to build a kind of mental model of the domain. Now the learner is not only given a structure, 
which tells where to start and proceed, but the sub concept structure itself is useful information.  

The challenge of clustering is that it has to be done time sensitive and community sensitive. Begelman, 
Keller and Smadj (2006) discovered that there won't be a tag clustering that is valid for all time and for all 
communities. Time sensitive means that generated clusters may become out of date. Community sensitive 
clustering means that clustering results shouldn't be used across different services, e.g. early adopters 
oriented sites as del.icio.us will have a different clustering than academic sites as connotea4.  

Tag Similarities and distance measures 

The choice of the distance measure to determine how the similarity of two elements is calculated 
influences remarkably the shape of the clusters, as some elements may be close to one another according 
to one distance and farther away according to another. Furthermore, the similarity measure should be 
chosen such that the popularity of a tag does not affect the set of tags related tags. Similarity measures 
have to be symmetric, the following equation must be fulfilled: similarity (A,B) = similarity (B,A). 

To find similarities between tags, these are organised in a symmetric matrix where its dimension is that of 
available distinct tags in a dataset and the value of an entry (i,j) in this matrix corresponds to the number 
of times the pair tag i and tag j occur in the whole dataset - with the same or different resources and users. 
Thus, every column (or row) represents one of the tags in the dataset.  

Similarity between sets of tags can be assessed according to the following measures: 

• Similarity measures based on probabilities (Matching, Jaccard, Overlap and Cosine measure) 

• Distance measures (Euclidian distance, hamming distance, maximum norm) 

It was shown to be useful to use a threshold to group highly co-occurring tags. Additionally, highly 
similar clusters can be generated, differing only in a few tags, such that is is useful to check the similarity 
between two clusters when trying to generate useful clustering of folksonomy data.  

Spam detection in folksonomies 

Due to the increasing popularity of collaborative tagging systems, however, spammers started to target 
this new type of service and generate misleading tags either to increase the visibility of certain resources 
or simply to confuse users. Consequently, the performance on retrieval information based on annotated 
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data can be limited.  The approach by Krestel and Chen (2008) used the co-occurrence of tags to generate 
a score rank algorithm to detect spammers 

3.2.2.2 An Analysis of a CiteULike Dataset: Preliminary Results and Future Prospects 

One main aspect will be the verification of the results obtained in the experimental study with 
SOBOLEO, which were achieved based on a small dataset. Another issue will be to extract features large 
folksonomy datasets as CiteULike and Del.icio.us which might support knowledge maturing, i.e. within a 
Community of Practice and for single users. Therefore we will enhance tag recommendation algorithms, 
develop algorithms for detecting communities of practice in collaborative tagging environments, and 
introduce indicators that try to predict the development of tags and underlying structures. These 
approaches will additionally support the process of extracting ontologies from folksonomies. 

The focus of analyzing folksonomies has been on broader folksonomies as CiteULike and del.icio.us. 
CiteULike offers a complete dump of the dataset for each day after 2007-05-30, thus a complete history is 
available, delicious offers rss and json feeds to access the data and we already started to collect dumps of 
delicious data for specified topics. The main difference between these two bookmarking systems is the 
kind of resource. Del.icio.us accept any kind of bookmark, a link to YouTube videos as well as 
SpringerLinks. CiteULike supports only scholarly references as SpringerLink, PLoS Biology … Thus 
both bookmarking systems are interesting for different user types which most probably results in different 
kinds of tags, tag structures, user structures and general development over time. 

Maturing Indicators in Folksonomies 

Time based analysis of already existing folkonsomies with large datasets offer a huge potential to detect 
changes in their underlying structures which might indicate maturing processes. Semantic maturing for 
example is the increase of interconnections between nodes representing tags and resources in their graph 
structure.  

To give an example supporting this hypothesis, we compared the CiteULike dataset with a time 
difference of about two years. To do so, a snapshot from the CiteULike dataset from May 2007 and a 
snaphot from march 2009 was taken and the following table shows parameters describing the general 
structure of these two datasets.  

 

 Timestamp May 2007 Timestamp March 2009 

Number of entries 2657227 5105175 

Number of users 18400 35800 

Number of tags 166000 257000 

Mean number of tags per resource 4.7697 3.6372 

Table 1: Two CiteULike folksonomy datasets 

It can be seen that the number of users grew by an amount of 100% from 2007 until 2009 as well as the 
number of entries in the CiteULike dataset, where an entry is an annotation of a tag to a new or existing 
resource by a user. 

As suggested by experimental study with SOBOLEO, the kind of tags used to annotate resources should 
improve: the number of unspecific tags should decrease, the number of specific tags is supposed to 
increase after a certain amount of time. To give an example for that hypothesis, we took the fifty most 
popular tags in the dataset from May 2007 and explored their development until March2009. Figure 9 
shows a figure illustrating the increase (plotted as green bars) and decrease (plotted as red bars) of 
annotations for these popular tags. One can observe that the most popular tags included very unspecific 
tags as how, on, to, of, at, new. Furthermore tags that are not supposed to be used in a scholarly used 
bookmarking system as porn or movie. These tags decreased remarkably and most of them can no longer 
found in the fifty most popular tags of the dataset from March 2009, instead this tag set contains (beyond 
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others) the following tags: psychology, analysis, human, models, evolution, review, wormbase, nematode, 
elegangs, … 

 
Figure 10: Development of the fifty most popular tags in CiteULike 

Figure 10 shows the fifty most popular tags in CiteULike dataset and their development until March 
2009. Red bars indicate that the annotations decreased and green bars indicate that the annotations of 
resources with this tag increased. This plot was achieved using real numbers and not relative numbers, 
thus a decrease means that users who used this tag might have deleted it from their tag vocabulary. The 
two most popluar tags were ‚no-tag‘ and ‚bibtex-import‘ which were removed from the datasets as their 
number is relatively high compared to the number of annotations with the other tags and are automatically 
added tags and no user-generated ones. 

Finding Communities of Practice 

Communities of Practice (CoP) are formed by a group of people who share a concern or passion for 
something they do and learn in a collaborative manner within the same domain. For example a group of 
engineers who is working on similar problems or a clique of pupils defining their identity in the school is 
seen as a CoP. People might connect at various levels and internally and externally of the company or 
organization. Being able to connect to each other within CoPs supports people sharing their expertise and 
learning from each other. As distribution of ideas within a communities and collaboration in general is 
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assumed to support knowledge maturing, identifying Communities of Practice can support this process 
within an organization. 

Clustering can assist finding Communities of Practice in a large folksonomy data set. The rationale is to 
identify sub-communities within the folksonomy users which interact frequently, and which might show 
characteristics of collaborative knowledge building and maturing. ONTOCOPI5 is for example a tool that 
helps to (Alani et al., 2003) identify communities of practice in an ontology using spreading activation 
based clustering.  

We started to analyze the CiteULike dataset with respect to the development of CoPs during time. The 
fact, that the later dataset contains some tags related to worm as wormbase, nematode, elegangs as as very 
popular tags, indicates that the research community working with worms grew quite big within this social 
bookmarking system, whereas these tags are not present in the dataset of March 2007 even within the 
hundred most popular tags. This example indicates that the emergence and growth CoPs might also 
underly a maturing process. 

Recommendations based on Folksonomies 

In folksonomies tags used by various users do not underlie a certain vocabulary and they are often not 
consistent as different people add different tags to the same resource fitting their needs and habits which 
causes several known problems. Using consistent tags makes it easier navigating and finding resources, 
such that tagging systems usually include several tag recommendation mechanism easing the process of 
finding good and appropriate tags for a certain resource but also consolidates the vocabulary of a system 
and across users. Jäschke, Marinho, Hotho, Schmidt-Thieme and Stumme (2007) for example developed 
a graph based algorithm, inspired by Google’s PageRank algorithm to support tag recommendation. 

Identifying User Profiles 

Crucial for recommendation systems to support users and finding communities of practice is to identify 
relevant user profiles depending on specific interests and habits of users. Given that the resources and 
assigned tags depend highly on the interests and habits of users, folksonomies provide valuable 
information for generating user profiles. Yeung, Gibbins and Shadbolt (2008) proposed an algorithm to 
derive appropriate profiles based on data collected from folksonomies and shows with the help of a 
del.icio.us dataset that most users have multiple fields of interest and that their algorithm is able to reveal 
those different domains in which these users are interested. The attempt of generating user profiles by the 
help of folksonomies and user behaviour in social web system can be used to extend the User Profile 
Service described in chapter 5. 

3.3 Process Maturing  

Process Maturing includes all maturing processes that concern work activities and the knowledge that is 
required to conduct these activities. According to this view process maturing refers to personal activities 
as they appear in individual tasks as well as to organisational activities such as processes. There are two 
principle ways how processes develop in an organisation. Either they are defined by the management of 
the organisation or they develop bottom-up based on common practice. In the first case the focus of 
interest concerns the realisation of the defined processes in actual work activities while in the latter case 
the main interest consists in identification of processes that take place. 

While the top-down approach is a central topic of business process management, the bottom-up approach 
mainly relies on features that are at the core of Mature, i.e., the involvement of people to improve existing 
work processes. Therefore Process Maturing will concentrate on the latter aspect. Process Maturing based 
on user involvement is a rather new topic that has been mainly inspired by the development of web 2.0 
strategies. It starts with individual activities that are analysed to derive organisational process knowledge. 
There are two fundamentally different approaches to this question: (1) Process Mining that consists in the 
automatic identification of processes, and (2) pattern-based approaches that are centrally based on user 
participation. Both approaches will be briefly described although we concentrate on (2) since it is closer 
to the spirit of Mature. 
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However, even pattern-based approaches to process maturing require automatic services. This mainly 
concerns the identification of similar task as the precondition for process analysis. Therefore we will also 
present scientific approaches that address this topic. This will be done in the second part of this section. 

3.3.1 From Task Management to Process Management (Maturing Processes) 

Almost all knowledge assets a user is working with are related to some work activities. For example, a 
travel plan might be related the organization of a business trip or a report might be related to the regular 
administration activities in a project. There is also a semantic dimension of this relation (Grebner & Riss 
2008) since semantic technologies can be applied to formally describe the connections between activities 
and information artefacts for later reuse. The idea of seamless handling of information artefacts and tasks 
has lead to the development of the Semantic Task Management Framework (Ong, Riss, Grebner & Du, 
2008). 

Generally the continuous capturing of work activities in tasks can be considered as the first step to 
monitor the actual processes that take place in an organization. However, isolated tasks do not allow for 
the analysis of collaborative processes so that the specific relations between individual tasks must be 
compiled. The main relation in this respect is the task-subtask-relation which describes that a specific 
(sub)task contributes to the accomplishment of a larger task. For example, the provision of a travel plan is 
only one task among others contributing to the task that describes the entire business trip. The break-up of 
tasks into (sub)tasks is even mainly motivated by the idea to support division of  labour. The executor of a 
subtask is not necessarily identical to the executor of the task to which this subtask belongs. Thus, the 
task conception centrally takes account of the collaborative character of knowledge work. Including task-
subtask-relation we obtain a network of related activities conducted by various users with different 
dependencies that provides a detailed picture of the activities in an organization. 

The individual task with the involved people and the used resources do not only describe the actual 
processes in an organization but these tasks are also first-class knowledge assets. They contain the 
information how specific work has been conducted and can help other employees to better execute their 
work. They can be even used to derive general task patterns, i.e., descriptions how a specific type of task 
should be executed. The feedback that is provided by employees who use these patterns can directly be 
incorporated in this pattern resulting in a task pattern lifecycle (Ong, Grebner & Riss, 2007). This 
lifecycle represents a typical maturing process that is to be supported by additional services. For example, 
this concerns the identification of similar activities in order to streamline the pattern portfolio or the 
support in augmenting the patterns by additional information and services. 

Coming to the organizational level further development is possible. Additional analysis can be done on 
the use of task patterns in actual processes to derive blueprints of process models. Task patterns, 
performed a significant number of times in the same order, can build the static part of the process, 
whereas task patterns that can be performed at different positions are regarded as variable parts. 
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Figure 11: Process Model Blueprint Based on Task Pattern Analysis 

The process model blueprint is the next step of process maturing in the direction of process automation. 
Here we find automated processes such as workflows that significantly increase the productivity of an 
organization. However, especially in the realm of knowledge work it has been found that workflow 
approaches face significant problems since they do not provide the flexibility that is required here (Holz, 
Maus, Bernardi & Rostanin, 2005; Riss, Rickayzen, Maus & Aalst, 2005). With the approach of agile 
processes this disadvantage can be overcome. To cope with the requirements for flexibility – and at the 
same time for consistency and compliance – process models not only consist of activities, defined at 
design time but also variable activity. A variable activity equals a subprocess with the particularity that 
the activities of the subprocess are determined at run-time instead of strictly modeling them. The 
execution of the variable activities depends on semantically enriched business rules linked to processes 
(Feldkamp, Hinkelmann &Thönssen, 2007). 

This opens opportunities for the analysis of task patterns and concrete work process in order to identify 
exactly those process aspects that are typical for agile processes. Usually the underlying process models 
are developed by conducting interview with employees and managers on the work process. Process 
maturing services can provide information to which extend process models can be defined structurally 
and where people had to deviate from a fix schema in order to cope with particular circumstances. 
Learning the rules determine such knowledge intensive tasks is again a further step in process maturing. 
In this way old processes cannot only be updated but also completely new process can be derived from 
the actual work activities. The integrated process framework does not only provide opportunities for the 
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design of new processes but can also help to bring existing process support to the individual users due to 
the semantic relations by which information and processes are related. 

3.3.1.1 Process Mining 

An alternative approach to identify actual processes in an organisation is process mining (Aalst, 2004). In 
this case processes are automatically identified on the basis of application logs without user interaction. 
However, process mining approaches bring about a number of problems. Thus, they work best if the 
algorithms are applied to clearly structured work activities as they appear in a business context where 
people work with dedicated business systems such as ERP, CRM etc. However, in the context of 
knowledge work where we find great variability in specific applications used and email as the central tool 
of work related communication mining technologies as less applicable. The problem is worsened by the 
legitimate privacy requirements of users e.g. for handling emails.  

The task pattern approach seems to cope much better with these issues (Riss et al., 2007) as it centrally 
focuses on user participation in the development of task patterns and therefore mining can be done in 
specific and not ‘any’ information source. 

Beneath discovering models describing processes mining techniques are use to monitor deviations, for 
example comparing analysis results with predefined process models or business rules in the context of 
decision taking or resource allocation. Process mining in this respect is a promising technique to evaluate 
and improve agile business processes. Agile business process modelling is an approach of modelling of 
modelling knowledge intensive processes is by adding business rules to process models.  To make them 
flexible enough for dealing with exceptional situations, unforeseeable events, unpredictable situations, 
great variability and highly complex tasks in an automated manner both (rules and process models) are 
enriched semantically. Keeping the process model rather slim – only those tasks are pre-modelled that are 
fix in any case (as milestones or decision points) - four types of rules can be added. Each rule type is 
focusing on a specific problem: resource allocation, constraints checking, intelligent branching and 
variable tasks selecting and planning. (Feldkamp et al., 2007). Using process mining techniques to 
analyse the process instances could mature process models by better support of resource allocation (e.g. if 
always a certain expert is involved for a specific task this expert could be allocated automatically) or 
improving the static process models by adding variable tasks performed significantly often).  

3.3.2 Task similarity 

One of the fundamental underlying technologies in task (pattern) management as well as process 
management with respect to process maturing is the identification of similar tasks that have been 
successfully carried out before. For example the efficient usage of task patterns requires a straightforward 
retrieval of suitable patterns for specific tasks. Due to the particular importance of task similarity for the 
maturing of processes we place some emphasis on the particular topic in the following. 

Tasks can be represented in different ways. The simplest form is a list with textual description for each 
step included in the list. In a more complicated form, the context information that explicit describes the 
task execution is associated with each item as the component of a task.  Such contextual information can 
contribute to the task similarity measurement process. One way to gather task contexts is continually 
recording the history of task execution. Then the history data can be leveraged for task similarity 
reasoning.  

Depending on how the task patterns are formalised, the following methods and approaches might be 
applicable. 

3.3.2.1 Text similarity 

Previous tasks (or cases) can be represented as plain text summarising the purpose of the tasks, who were 
involved, what methods were used, outcomes of the tasks, and open issues. When comparing two tasks, 
established techniques from Information Retrieval can help to compute numeric similarity values between 
two pieces of textual descriptions. The simplest form of text similarity is Edit Distance (Cohen, 
Ravikumar, and Fienberg, 2003) based on the assumption that similar tasks will have similar syntactic 
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characteristics. Edit Distance can be enhanced with measures such as synonyms and hypernyms that are 
offered from generic and/or domain specific thesauri, e.g. WordNet (Miller, 1990), or upper level 
knowledge models, e.g. Dublin Core6, Cyc7, etc.  

A less accurate approach is to derive string similarity from word co-occurrence. Co-occurrence based 
similarity is by no means a new research topic. Relevant research in text mining can be dated back to 
early 1990s when statistical methods were used to derive similarity in word meanings. For instance, 
linguistic patterns were used to discover relations between terms (Hearst, 1992). Latent Semantic 
Analysis (Deerwester, Dumais, Landauer, Furnas & Harshman, 1990) is used to reveal hidden 
correlation-based semantic among terms from a large corpus of text. Recently, with the assistance of 
Internet search engine, the target copra have been generalised to the entire WWW. Google-distance 
(Cilibrasi & Vitanyi, 2007) is one of the latest developments along this track.  

Pure text similarity algorithms ignore the structure of task patterns which in many cases provide 
important information on how tasks should be compared.  

3.3.2.2 Ontological similarity 

Ontology is currently considered the carrier of semantics. Its implication on task similarity is two-fold. 
On the one hand, ontology can provide the necessary formalisation to increase information 
interoperability. In practice, when composing a task (pattern), even the most basic methods would impose 
some sort of structure on the information. For instance, one would normally annotate a task with dates, 
participants/attributors, places, priorities, etc, which are considered as the properties of tasks and are 
formally defined in an ontology. Hence, the way we understand a task is constrained by the ontology 
commitment. It improves the performance when one only aligns the comparable information. When tasks 
are properly annotated using the ontology or other knowledge models, task similarity is tantamount to 
instance-level semantic similarity. Currently, the Task Management Ontology (TMO8) held a class 
(called LogEntry) for task history handling, but there is still big room for further improvement. Also, 
other context data can assist in the process of task similarity calculation and improve its accuracy. For 
example, the location of the users has been captured in the system and this information could be one of 
the decisive elements for task similarity calculation. As such user context data could be already available 
in other system in an organization, it is possible to directly import the contextual data and use it as the 
basis of task similarity reasoning and analysis. 

                                                     

A naïve approach to leverage the task attribute information is to compare the textual value of each defined 
property with string/text similarity algorithms. The overall similarity is computed by composing 
similarities with respect to individual properties. If such tasks are not properly annotated, natural 
language processing techniques can be hired to extract such information (Buitelaar, Cimiano, & Magnini, 
2005). For instance, named entity recognition can locate and classify text into names, locations, time, etc. 
Subsequently, the extracted information can be fed into string comparison algorithms (as described 
above). 

Property similarity can be aggregated utilising weighted-average or sigmoid function. In the former case, 
human inputs are necessary to indicate which property is more important than others. For instance, when 
considering task similarity, one might emphasise on participants, dates, or places and thus give higher 
weights to these properties. The rational behind sigmoid function is that properties with high similarity 
values should be emphasised and thus their contribution to the final overall similarity is amplified while 
the effects of least similar properties should be largely diminished. 

On the other hand, when multiple local task ontologies are allowed, one has to deal with interoperability 
of ontology first before addressing the ontology-based information interoperability. Ontology mapping is 
still an ongoing research. Thus far, many approaches have been proposed, implemented, and evaluated 
(Rahm & Bernstein, 2001; Kalfoglou & Schorlemmer, 2003). Depending on the applications and the 
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characteristics of the ontologies, one can select mapping algorithms with different computational 
complexity and performance.  

The problem with this ontology-based task similarity approach is evident. Mismatch is inevitable due to 
intra- and inter-individual variance in naming and modelling. More specifically, people tend to use 
different terms and phrases to describe things and tend to see things from different perspectives rooted in 
the culture, ethnic, and education background. Meanwhile, similarities are obtained again individual 
properties which are aggregated in a post-matching step. It is difficult to decide and justify the 
significance of individual properties. Although human domain experts can interfere with the comparison 
procedure and manual or semi-automatically adjust the weights, a consistent weighting scheme is difficult 
to achieve.   

3.3.2.3 Graph similarity 

A task consists of sub-tasks and is associated with supporting knowledge assets, being domain experts 
and knowledge artefacts such as documents, web pages, emails, user manuals, etc. This naturally becomes 
a labelled, directed, and possible weighted graph, with nodes corresponding to (sub-)tasks and knowledge 
assets and edges  corresponding to either part-whole relationships or associations. The easy conversion of 
task graphs inspires us to consider graph similarity measures. Graph similarity has been extensively 
studied and the algorithm abounds (c.f. (Lov’asz & Plummer, 1986)). When comparing node or edge 
labels, one can again leverage string similarity measures or other more accurate methods. 

When allowing duplication, task graph can be forced into task trees. The root of a task tree is the task 
itself. Children of root node are the first level sub-tasks which in turn have sub-tasks as child nodes. The 
leaves of the task-tree are knowledge assets. We duplicate a knowledge asset when it is associated with 
more than one sub-task units. In such a way, we can largely ignore how a sub-task unit is named or 
labelled. When two sub-task units have the same set of knowledge assets, we can assume, based on the 
closed world assumption, they have overlapping extension / instance data, and thus require the same 
knowledge to proceed. This leads to a further assumption that sub-task unit requiring the same knowledge 
can be considered similar tasks even though they are named or labelled differently. For a pair of inner 
nodes from different task tree, we compute the node similarity from the graph/tree edit distance, 
penalising operations that are needed to convert the sub-tree of one node into that of another. Eventually, 
this will present a holistic similarity measure that mainly roots in the characteristics of knowledge assets 
(which are shared and transparent to members of an organisation) and is less disturbed by individual 
naming or task modelling habit. Moreover, such an approach facilitates the collaborative task pattern 
editing to reinforce the low-overhead and low-cost nature of pattern-based task management. 

3.3.2.4 Task pattern recommendation 

In the envisioned PLME and OLME, individuals contribute to somewhat task pattern repository, sharing 
not only their patterns (solutions to a problem) with others but also their past experience. In order to take 
full advantage of such a collaborative and collective framework, gathering and evaluating other users’ 
opinions and comments is necessary. In terms of Agent and Peer-to-Peer computing (Falcone, Barber, 
Sabater-Mir & Singh, 2008; Aberer & Despotovic, 2001; Giunchiglia, Sierra, McNeil, Osman & Siebes, 
2006), such issues are addressed with trust and reputation. Many factors can contribute to the trust value. 
The first component is individual’s experience against a task pattern. This answers whether a pattern is 
successfully used to solve a problem and whether the problem solving process is smooth. Such values can 
be obtained by soliciting comments from other users. The second component is whether the original 
pattern publisher has a good reputation and is trustworthy. Again, this relies on feedback from other 
pattern users in a similar way as the review in online auction websites. The third factor would be the 
profile of the task pattern, i.e. how long the task pattern has been published, how many times it has been 
used, and the official rating of the task pattern given by an organisation. In the meantime, all the values 
should decay along time to put an emphasis on the latest experience.  

Many of factors affecting the trust value of a task pattern are subjective and difficult to be precisely 
quantified. The scoring and ranking service will have to be combined with UI modules providing users 
with incentive and motivation to leave feedback (Antoniadis, Courcoubetis & Mason, 2004). In a refined 
OLME, we do not expect this to be a major issue as suitable guidance and supervision can be reinforced 
from the managerial levels. 
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Still subject to further study, we propose a general model for recommending task patterns based on its 
reputation. 

))(),()((()( 0 PTRfeTr tt μλξα •= −−
 

where Tr is the trust value, α is the decay coefficient, )( 0tt −  the time lapse, ()μ maps task pattern 
profile P  to a numeric value, ()λ gives task pattern’s past performance, ()ξ presents other users 
feedback, and accumulates the effects of all the three components and projects the results into a 
numeric value. How to implement these functions is yet to be further investigated and evaluated. 
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4 Content Services  
The role of natural language documents in today’s enterprises is significant. To ignore this enormous 
amount of information assets would mean to leave a large proportion of knowledge assets untapped.  

For analyzing textual content, we rely on an existing knowledge discovery framework, the KnowMiner 
framework (Granitzer, 2006). KnowMiner is being developed by the Technical University of Graz in 
cooperation with the Know-Center Graz. The KnowMiner framework provides services for information 
extraction from several types of documents by applying machine learning algorithms. In the context of 
Knowledge Maturing, the framework can be used to extract (semantic) structures from documents 
containing natural language. This enables us to analyze and support the maturing process for contents, 
semantic and process structures. Furthermore the transfer of knowledge in organizations can be 
investigated by means of similarity measures between texts and text fragments. In the next chapter, we 
will briefly present the conceptual foundations of this knowledge discovery framework. We will then 
show how we have applied it in the context of the developments of the MATURE project to support 
knowledge maturing in organizational settings. 

4.1 A Conceptual Model of Text Analysis Services: The KnowMiner Framework 

Knowledge discovery involves data driven processes. Data needs to be transformed and processed by 
algorithms to extract meaningful knowledge for humans. In our model the basic objects to work with are 
information entities (Granitzer, 2006) which can be seen as information container having assigned 
different properties. The initial data filled into an information entity is the content, and during the 
execution of workflows algorithms will manipulate the properties of those information entities, create 
new entities or identify relationships between those entities. Particular properties of information entities 
are: 

Metadata is additional data assigned to an information entity either converted from the data source the 
entity is read from (e.g. file name or a creation date of an image) or through some metadata generating 
algorithm (e.g. a text classifier automatically assigning a document to a particular class or not) 

Annotations are created by information extraction methods which add further information to an entity. 
For example given the textual content of an information entity, a NLP pipeline may add word class (noun, 
adverb) information to a single word or may identify that a set of words represent a person or some other 
kind of named entities. 

Features represent the statistical information for most knowledge discovery algorithms. For example a 
large number of machine learning methods require real valued vectors in a so called feature space ( Weiss 
Indurkhya, Zhang & Damerau, 2004). Features are generated either by estimating statistic over selected 
content parts with particular annotations (e.g. counting the frequency of nouns) or by converting different 
metadata (e.g. creation data). 

Figure 12 depicts the different properties and their conversion. Also, to give a concrete example consider 
a set of simple text documents. Each of these documents is an information entity and has assigned 
metadata like file size. Tokenization and Part-of-Speech Tagging annotate each character sequence with 
its function (e.g. word or punctuation) and its word class (e.g. noun). All nouns are then used to create the 
features of a vector space which is then subsequently used for clustering documents to topical related 
groups. 
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Figure 12: Transformation within information entities. Full lines identify information reducing 
transformations, plain lines indicates information preserving transformations. Slashed lines 
indicate information enriching transformations. 

Also, information entities are embedded in some structure, like files structured in the file systems. RDF - 
the Resource Description Framework – has been used to provide such structural elements, which also 
differentiates the KnowMiner Framework from other existing frameworks like UIMA. However, we 
found that for most of today’s knowledge discovery tasks complex relationships can be safely ignored. 
Moreover, the management of such structures increases the complexity of algorithmic development as 
well as decreases the applicability for application developers. 

In order to keep the access to properties and structural elements of information entities simple but yet 
powerful, a common data access had been realized. The common data access allows to define different, 
application scenario dependent views on the data. In our approach each data aspect is named by a unique 
string based identifier. Adapters implement the logic to map those data aspect on a set of properties of 
information entities. Each key can be bound to a specific data structure helping developers dealing with 
the data. Introducing such data abstraction allows for changing data representation in the background 
without affecting its external behavior, a key ingredient for developers in larger teams. Domain specific 
views can be easily added by replacing and modifying the adapters for domain specific needs. Addressing 
data with single keys enables an intuitive and flexible way specifying the input and output of services. 
Using alias names for identifiers allows developers compensate differences between similar projects. This 
simplifies reusing configurations in other projects. To give an example, information extraction annotates 
text with different named entities like persons, organizations and locations. For a particular application 
scenario we are only interested in all named entities, but not in particular classes of named entities. By 
providing an access key for named entities and a mapping logic application developers can access those 
named entities by a invoking a single call. 

One service for text analysis is the term extraction tool used for extracting terms from documents is the 
Domain Modelling Tool (DMT) described in (Scheir, Pammer, & Lindstaedt, 2007). The Domain 
Modelling Tool consists of plug-ins for the Semantik MediaWiki. The first, Discovery Service, supports 
document-based ontology engineering with relevant term extraction, clustering and related functionalities. 
The second, Annotation Service, provides a facility to annotate documents manually and automatically 
(based on a training set). For knowledge acquisition, only the Discovery Tab was used. The Discovery 
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Tab lets the user extract relevant terms from sets of documents and creates ontology classes and 
properties from these terms. The current version of the DMT provides basic support for German language 
and allows for loading externally created customized stopword lists. The output of the automatic term 
extraction is a flat list of terms. 

4.2 Recommendation Services for Semantic Wiki Markup 

Creating semantic mark-up conveys to the enrichment of wiki content. The Semantic MediaWiki 
extension introduces named relations and attributes for articles and so it broadens the expressiveness of 
the usual wiki mark-up. This additional annotation of articles enables the user to browse through the wiki 
and facilitates the retrieval of knowledge based on semantic mark-up. In addition, mark-up is used as a 
basis for recommendation of useful resources and visualisation of emergent content structures (see 
MATURE Deliverable 3.1 Section 4.1).  

A problem with Wikis, however, is their inability to deal with more formal content or structures. The way 
a standard Wiki works seems to suggest that any artefact is constructed basically from scratch in a 
community setting, and that there is no end to this construction process. This is an unrealistic proposition 
in most settings and especially in an organizational setting where knowledge generation uses artefacts that 
fluctuate between the informal and the formal pole. In this sense, the use of Wikis illustrates one of the 
barriers given in Figure 6 on page 13, namely that between the community and the organizational level. 

The markup recommendation services strive for two goals. First, lowering the barrier for creating mark-
up which replaces the complex Semantic MediaWiki syntax and second, improving the quality of 
structure by recommendation of meaningful, pre-consolidated mark-up. 

One result of the Semantic MediaWiki design study (see MATURE Deiverable 3.1 Section 4.1) was that 
the acceptance of a modelling environment depends highly on the time-consumption for the user. Since 
the user contributes to the organisational knowledge and benefits only indirectly, creation of mark-up has 
to be easy and fast. Markup Recommendation Services are connected to both, the content on which the 
mark-up is based and the semantic structure which describes the content. Thus, the Recommendation 
Service is able to compute the relations and attributes based on the content and it eases the creation of 
mark-up by accessing the semantic model directly. A bottleneck in the creation of semantic annotations 
such as relations, attributes, tags is the inconsistent vocabulary. Ambiguity, misspelling, similarity of term 
semantic hamper the creation of meaningful annotation necessitate the correction and consolidation of the 
semantic structure (see section 2.2). Recommendation Services use NLP techniques for the discovery of 
semantic relations and attributes. By mapping the identified mark-up to a common vocabulary, the service 
avoids inconsistencies within the semantic model. A design principle in developing recommendation 
services was to make sure that the user keeps the control. The objective of the services is not to create 
mark-up automatically, they should rather provide support by recommending annotations. 

4.3 Analyzing Text Content Maturity  

The objective of analyzing content is to facilitate the assessment of the maturity of a document. This 
maturity level allows to decide whether the maturity of a certain document should be improved by 
supporting the user in creating or editing a knowledge artefact. The bottleneck in assessing the maturity of 
text is the selection of qualified attributes reflecting the maturity of the content. Braun and Schmied 
(2007) evaluated attributes of Wikipedia9 in terms of indicators for text maturity. 

Currently the set of Maturing Services provides two indicators for text maturity. Both are based on 
reading scores (Stvilia, Twidale, Gasser & Smith, 2005), which are calculated from quantitative metrics 
like sentence length, number of syllables or number of words. The indicator for content maturity is 
calculated in real time during the editing process of a knowledge artefact. The result of the content 
maturity analysis can be used to display the current maturity value within the user interface (see section 
4.4) in order to urge the user to improve the text quality. In addition, the maturity level can be the basis 
for recommendation of documents with a good maturity level. The user can derive patterns from these 
documents in order to improve the maturity of his/her documents. Furthermore, the indicators can be used 
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to trigger actions depending on a threshold, thus, if the system identifies a low maturity status it can 
provide tools and resources for maturity improvement. In the future development of the Maturing 
Services we will identify additional indicators and metrics. We will test their significance in terms of 
maturity in order to analyze and support the content maturing process better.  

4.4 Application of Content Maturing Services 

Wikis are prime examples of tools that allow a collective construction of knowledge in a community 
setting. There are certainly good examples of Wikis being used as tools for creating a collective online 
encyclopaedia, for teaching and learning purposes, and for organizational knowledge management 
(Jaksch, Kepp, & Womser-Hacker, 2008; Reinhold, 2006; Majchrzak, Wagner & Yates, 2006). In our 
perspective, Wikis are very well suited for enabling the evolutionary growth phase, especially because of 
the ease of editing the content and the policy that everyone can edit anything. Additionally, they make the 
collective construction process traceable (utilizing their history functionality) and allow for discussion 
processes around artefacts.  

In the Semantic MediWiki design study study (see MATURE Deiverable 3.1 Section 4.1) we examined 
the use of knowledge in a career guidance setting. Career advisors have the task to personally consult 
individuals (such as pupils or graduates or their parents) on their job prospects, and advise on potential 
careers given their interests and the general job situation in the region. In doing so, they make use of a 
large body of formally documented knowledge artefacts, for instance statistics and reports on job 
opportunities or labour market development in certain employment sectors and regions. Additionally, 
they draw on a considerable amount of informal knowledge derived from their experiences with concrete 
cases. This knowledge in use is more or less systematically applied in their job, and it is more or less 
systematically shared among practitioners.  

We regard these processes of generation, application and sharing of both formal and informal knowledge 
as a knowledge maturing process. To support the practitioners in this process, we employed a Semantic 
Media Wiki10. Several maturing services have been designed that try to bridge the gaps in the maturing 
process. First of all, an integrated search mechanism enables the practitioners to draw in a large array of 
different kinds of existing resources from a number of relevant sources (formal reports, statistics, videos 
etc.) - thus seeding the Wiki with relevant material. The Wiki then renders these existing resources so that 
discussions and knowledge construction in the Wiki can take place in the context of the formal 
documents. The idea being, that these informal discussions and knowledge construction draw in 
practitioners' knowledge in use, which documents experiences from their practice. This should enhance 
the evolutionary growth of the knowledge base. 

We have explored some of Semantic Media Wiki functionalities to capture the context this informal 
knowledge has been applied to (such as the region, the target group or the employment sector). With 
some information extraction and classification algorithms, we are able to suggest semantic mark-up 
which might be applied to an article. A visualization of the whole network made up of semantic 
categories, textual similarity measures, and links between articles provides an overview of the whole 
available content, and enables detection of similarities for some gardening or reseeding activities. In 
addition, we will be visualizing indicators for the use frequency of articles and text readability scores. 
This will allow the gardening activities to focus on parts of the content that are especially important 
(highly used), but of poor quality (low readability). 

We will now present the implemented maturing services in more details, these are the Maturity Analysis 
Service, a Categorization Service and Semantic Media Wiki Mark-up Service. 

4.4.1 Maturity Analysis Services 

Maturity Analysis Service provide indicators related to the level of maturity of a certain knowledge 
artefact. These services will be available in the sectors content, semantic and processes and implement 
several metrics for the maturity level of a knowledge artefact. In addition, the analytical services provide 

                                                      
10 http://semanticweb.org/wiki/Semantic_MediaWiki 



graphical indicators to refer to the current maturity of a certain artefact. The user interface of SMW 
design study provides maturing indicators which use the Content Maturing Analysis Service described in 
(MS 2.1.1). 

 

 
 

Assuming that the readability and the maturity have a strong correlation, we tested within the design 
study two metrics for readability score: 

In the Flesch Reading Ease test, higher scores indicate material that is easier to read; lower numbers 
mark passages that are more difficult to read. The formula for the Flesch Reading Ease Score (FRES) test 
is (Si & Callan, 2001):  

 
Scores can be interpreted as shown in the table below. 

 

Score Notes 

90.0–100.0 easily understandable by an average 11-year old student

60.0–70.0 easily understandable by 13- to 15-year old students 

0.0–30.0 best understood by college graduates 

The Gunning fog index measures the readability of a sample of English writing. The resulting number is 
an indication of the number of years of formal education that a person requires in order to easily 
understand the text on the first reading. 

The complete formula is as follows: 

 
These indicators are based on the content of a wiki article, the semantic indicator provides a quantitative 
measure for the semantic annotation. Since semantic mark-up is a very important factor  for identifying 
relevant information in the wiki, this indicator should enable the user to assess the amount of semantic 
mark-up of his/her article and additionally stimulate him/her to add mark-up until the bar switches its 
color from red to yellow to green. 

 
The semantic indicator is calculated as follows: 

Given that  #semanticattributes > 0 the index is calculated with the following formula, otherwise it Isem is 
set to 0.  

100*# tributes
#

semanticat
wordsIsem =  

The resulting score is classified into three categories (see the following table) to present the indicator in 
an easy way to the user. 
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0.0 – 0.69 red 

0.7 – 1.39 yellow

1.4 - ∞  green 

4.4.2 Categorization Service 

Depending on the content of an article, the system analyses used words and their frequencies to 
recommend the most used keywords as tags for the article. In order to categorize articles, the system 
suggests already existing categories which corresponds best to the newly created content. Additionally, 
the user can add a certain category which seems to be appropriate and can train the service with this 
category such that the system can suggest this category in future for appropriate and related articles.  

career
 

The categorization bar is based on the classification services described in section MS 2.2.5. The 
recommended category can be added to the article by clicking the add button. The user is enabled to 
improve the precision of the classifier by training the classifier using the learn function. 

4.4.3 Supporting SMW Markup Service 

The Semantic Media Wiki is enhanced with support for easy-use of Semantic Media Wiki markup so that 
no user has to be familiar with the markup to write quality improved articles. Semantic mark-up supports 
the author and - most important - other users, to refine articles concerning a certain topic of interest. The 
mark-up recommendation bar is divided into two areas: tag recommendation and relation selector. 
 

 
The tag recommendation is based on the Information Extraction Service described in MS2.2.1. This wiki 
extension aims at making tagging of resources as easy as possible. The system recommends a pre-
consolidated set of tags, based on the result of content analysis. Adding a tag to the article needs just one 
click on the recommended tag.  
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5 Usage Services  
As mentioned in Chapter 2.1, people form a critical resource in the context of knowledge services and 
they are fundamental for organizational knowledge maturing. In chapter 2.5, we have mentioned how we 
envision to exploit the wealth of information that is available about people in the knowledge maturing 
process. In the context of Maturing Services, we are especially interested in the traces that people leave in 
the process of dealing with knowledge assets in the knowledge maturing process. This is because these 
traces can tell us something about the person (e.g. the role, interests, knowledge or skills the person is 
likely to have), about the knowledge asset the person is dealing with (e.g. the context or task a knowledge 
asset was created, used, changed or shared), and about the activities performed within an organization 
(e.g. process and task executions). It is for these reasons that we rely on exploiting what we call usage 
data that is generated through the use of systems and use of the artefacts. The basis of the Maturing 
Services here is the User Interaction Context Model (UICO) which is automatically built up from usage 
data by preserving the semantic relationships.  

As in the other cases (structure and content services), we build on a large body of prior research and 
development work in this area. Specifically, we rely on reference implementations of (1) an UICO which 
was developed within the Know-Center; (2) a user model and user model services which were developed 
as part of the EU-funded, integrated project APOSDLE jointly by the Technical University of Graz as 
well as the Know-Center; (3) a task detection service developed by the Know-Center. These results 
achieved will be the basis for further development in the MATURE project.  

5.1 A Conceptual Model of Usage Services 

Usage data can be represented by a triple (user X, action Y, resource Z) indicating that a user X performs 
action Y on a resource Z. Such usage data can provide the basis for learning more about the user (e.g. 
maintenance of a user model), learning more about the resource (e.g. history of resource change), and 
learning more about the activities or tasks (e.g. detecting task performances). Thus, usage data defines a 
relationship between the knowledge entity ‘user’, the knowledge entity ‘structure’ (in this case processes 
or tasks) and the knowledge entity ‘resource’. In the following we first describe our approach to user 
interaction context representation within an ontology and then describe how this context ontology can 
serve as a basis for user model design, resource model design, and task detection.  

5.2 User Interaction Context Ontology (UICO)  

Our User Interaction Context Ontology (UICO) can be seen as the representation of usage data with the 
support of semantic technologies. Our ontology is similar to the Personal Information Management 
Ontology (PIMO) (Sauermann, Elst, Dengel, 2007) developed in the research project NEPOMUK11 in 
terms of representation of desktop resources. However, for our purposes of automatic context capturing, a 
limitation of the PIMO is the coarse granularity of concepts and relations. Our UICO is a fine-grained 
ontology, driven by the goal of representing automatically captured low-level contextual information. We 
follow a bottom-up approach and build the UICO on the basis of our conceptual model and incrementally 
add relations when new sensor data or algorithms are added.  

UICO holds context information that has been sensed and relates the information that is automatically 
derived from it. By context information we mean the concepts and the relations between concepts of the 
semantic pyramid, as well as the resource data and metadata that have been captured by the context 
sensors (see below). At the moment UICO contains 88 concepts and 272 properties and is modelled in 
OWL-DL12. From these 272 properties there are 215 datatype properties and 57 objecttype properties. 
The tool used for modelling the ontology was the Protege ontology modeling tool13. A visualization of 
the concept hierarchy in Protege is given in Figure 13. 

                                                      
11 http://nepomuk.semanticdesktop.org 

12 http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL/ 

13 http://protege.stanford.edu 



   

 
Figure 13: The concepts of the User Interaction Context Ontology (UICO) visualized in the Protege 
tool. In the left area this figure shows the action dimension, in the right area the resource 
dimension, in the bottom left area the user dimension and the information need dimension on the 
bottom right area. The application dimension is not represented as concepts and hence not visible 
here. 

From a top level perspective, we define in UICO five different dimensions. These are the action 
dimension, resource dimension, information need dimension, application dimension and user dimension. 

Action Dimension. The action dimension consists of concepts representing user actions, task states and 
connection points to top-down modelling approaches. User actions are distinguished based on the 
granularity. There are 25 different EventTypes, each one representing a single type of user interaction 
(see upper left part of Figure 13). As an example, if the user clicks on the search button of a search 
engine's web page in a web browser, this user interaction will generate an Event of type WebSearch. 

Resource Dimension. The resource dimension, visualized in the upper right corner of Figure 13, contains 
concepts for representing resources on the computer desktop. Specifically we focus on modelling 
resources used by knowledge-workers (Drucker, 1993) and identified by interviews. Further resource 
types can be easily added if required. We define 16 different resource concepts. A resource is constructed 
from the data and metadata captured by the context sensors. The detailed description of the resource 
discovery and construction processes is given below. Relations can be defined between concepts of the 
resource dimension and of the action dimension for modelling on which resources what kind of user 
actions have been executed. For example, if the user enters a text in a Microsoft Word document, all 
keyboard entries are instances of the Event concept, connected via the objecttype property isActionOn to 
the same instance of a TextDocument (and a FileResource) representing that document. 

User Dimension. The user dimension contains two concepts, the User and the Session concepts. The 
User concept defines basic user information such as user name, password, first name and second name. 
The user dimension is related to the action dimension in such a way that each Action is associated with a 
User via the objecttype relation hasUser. Indirectly the user dimension is also related to the resource 
dimension and the information need dimension via the action dimension. The Session concept is used for 
tracking the time of user logins and the duration of a user session in our application. 

5.3 Context Sensors for Context Observation 

Context observation mechanisms are used to capture the user's behavior while working on her computer 
desktop, i.e., performing tasks. Low-level operating system and application events initiated by the user 
while interacting with her desktop are recorded by context observers, which is similar to the approach 
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followed by contextual attention metadata and other context observation approaches (Lokaiczyk et al. 
2007) (Dragnov et al. 2005). 

The data about the occurred events is sent as an XML stream to the context capturing framework for 
processing and analysis. Our targeted domain of the contextual attention metadata collection is the 
Microsoft Windows XP or Vista environment. Especially, we focus on supporting applications that 
knowledge workers are using in their daily work. We have identified the following applications to be 
worthwhile for utilization: the Microsoft Office 2003/2007 suite (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook), 
Microsoft Internet Explorer, Novell GroupWise, Mozilla Thunderbird and Mozilla Firefox. Context 
observers, also referred to as context sensors, are programs, macros and plug-ins that provide the 
functionality to observe the user interaction behavior on the computer desktop. We distinguish sensors 
based on the origin of the sensor data they deliver and talk about system and application sensors. See in 
Table 2 and Table 3 for a complete listing of the available system and application sensors and for a 
description of what kind of contextual information they are able to sense. 

Our context sensors observe the reading of word documents and different web pages, switches between 
applications, creation and saving of notes, storing of attachments and also copy & paste actions including 
clipboard content. On a low level, the user interactions (mouse clicks, keyboard inputs) and their 
durations are recognized. The current content focus of the user, e.g., which paragraph of the word 
document the user reads at the moment, is also stored and interlinked in the UICO. 

We have built various context observation sensors which gather the context information from standard 
office and email applications and from the operating system itself. An overview of the sensors and their 
capabilities can be found in Table 2 and Table 3. For further details about the technologies and techniques 
behind the context observations we would like to refer to (Dey et al.,2001).. 

Table 2: Context sensors for standard applications. This table lists applications from which we 
retrieve data about the user’s context. The sensor data from the respective application sensors is 
listed next to the applications name. 

Application Observed Metadata and Data 
Microsoft 

Word 
document title, document url, folder, user name, language, text encoding, 

content of visible area, file name 

Microsoft 
PowerPoint 

document title, document url, document template name, current slide 
number, file name, language, content  

Microsoft 
Excel 

spreadsheet title, worksheet name, folder, spreadsheet url, user name, 
authors,  language, content of the currently viewed cell, file name, file uri 

Microsoft 
Internet 
Explorer 

currently viewed url, urls of embedded frames, content as html and content 
as plain text 

Microsoft 
Explorer 

currently viewed folder/drive name, url of folder/drive path 

Mozilla 
Firefox 

currently viewed url, urls of embedded frames, content as html 

Mozilla 
Thunderbir

d 

(html/plain text) content of currently viewed or sent email, subject, unique 
path (uri of email/news message) on server, user's mail action (compose, 
read, send, forward, reply),  received/sent time, email addresses and full 

names of the email entries: from, to, bcc, cc 

Novell 
GroupWise 
email client  

(create, delete, modify, and distribute) tasks, notes, calendar entries, and 
todos, and data about email handling like in the Mozilla Thunderbird 

application  
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Table 3: Context sensors for the operating system. In depth hooks into the operating system allow 
us to record user interactions and network transfer data on a fine-granular basis. 

Sensor Observed Metadata and Data 
File System 

Sensor  
copying from/to, deleting, renaming from/to, moving from/to, modification 

of files and folders (file/folder url) 

Clipboard 
Sensor 

clipboard changes, i.e., text copied to clipboard 

Network 
Stream 

header and payload content from network layer packets (http, ftp, nttp, smtp, 
messenger, ICQ, Skype, …) 

Generic 
Windows 

XP System 
Sensor 

mouse movement, mouse clicks, keyboard input, window title, date and time 
of occurrence, window id/handle, process id, application name 

5.4 User Model and Services for Work-integrated Learning (WIL) 

One of the ways we utilize the context observation data described in the previous section is to build a 
User Model – a representation of each single user in order to adapt the system to his or her individual 
needs. We have developed such a User Model as well as Services that perform inferences on this user 
model for work-integrated learning (WIL). In this section, we will present the rationale for these services 
and show the reference implementation in the APOSDLE system. 

A number of design and usability challenges have to be tackled in order to not outweigh the benefits of 
the adaptation to the individual user. Jameson (2003) has identified Predictability & Transparency, 
Controllability, Unobtrusiveness, Privacy, and Breadth of Experience as critical challenges for adaptive 
systems. While all of them need to be tackled during WIL environment design, Unobtrusiveness, Privacy 
and Controllability constitute the hardest challenges. They are discussed in the following.  

5.4.1 WIL User Model as Layered Overlay of Enterprise Models 

The main source of obtrusiveness related to the user model is based on the ways in which information 
about individual users is acquired and maintained. In systems that support learning it is often natural to 
administer tests of knowledge or skill. The main advantages of testing are that it can be used in many 
domains and it is easy to implement. However, testing is highly obtrusive and cannot be applied to WIL 
for many reasons; including the absence of the one correct solution for most work tasks.  

We tackle the challenge of user model maintenance by observing naturally occurring actions of the user 
(Jameson, 2003) which we interpret as Knowledge Indicating Events (KIE). KIE denote user activities 
which indicate that the user has knowledge about a certain topic. Examples for KIE include executions of 
tasks which involve that topic, communication with other users about that topic, and the creation of 
documents which deal with that topic. For reasons of simplification within this chapter, we use the terms 
usage data and KIE interchangeably. This is because in our view, all types of user interaction with the 
system might serve as KIE. Similar as described by Brusilovsky (2004), we suggest to collect time-
stamped events and to store them in the WIL User Model. In order to interpret usage data (KIE) an 
underlying model is needed in the WIL User Model which allows relating user actions to knowledge and 
skills and drawing conclusions on the user’s knowledge level.  

Research into organizational structures identified that many companies create and maintain different 
types of formal models, so called Enterprise Models of their work domain (Fox & Grueninger, 1998). 
The three most popular models are work domain models (typically represented as an ontology), process 
or task models (typically represented as a workflow or process model), and competency (or skill) 
structures (typically represented as a simple list or matrix). Such models provide a comprehensive 
representation of the whole domain. Based on these insights, we propose to structure the WIL User Model 
as an overlay (for a definition see Kaas & Finin, 1988) of existing enterprise models of the application 
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domain in question. It should be maintained by accommodating one counter for each KIE per topic in the 
enterprise model. Information about user knowledge and skills which we infer from usage data is not 
explicitly stored within the WIL User Model.  

The usage of KIE also brings up concerns with respect to user privacy. KIE can be seen as a specific form 
of eavesdropping and within WIL environments could potentially be abused for hidden productivity 
measurements (Hartman, 2001). In order to ensure that user information is only utilized to improve the 
recommendation functionalities of the WIL environment, we suggest taking two measures. First, KIE 
need to be separated from user information and the user needs to have detailed control of which KIE are 
observed, stored, and utilized internally. In our conceptualization, user data (such as name, organisational 
unit, telephone number, etc.) itself is not part of the WIL User Model. Within organizations this user data 
is typically stored already in other work related systems and applications. Instead of creating a redundant 
version of this data our approach is to utilize existing LDAP-based directory server. Second, we suggest a 
number of services which enable the user to access, visualize, and modify her user model data (see 
below). This also has the advantage that users can rectify information if data was observed incorrectly and 
can provide feedback if wrong inferences are computed based on it.  

5.4.2 Types of WIL User Model Services  

Despite their advantages, the main limitation of KIE is that they are imprecise and hard to interpret 
(Jameson, 2003). In order to draw meaningful conclusions based on KIE we propose to use a hybrid 
approach – utilizing available semantic structures (such as enterprise models) as well as scruffy methods 
(e.g. heuristics) to interpret the user’s actions. These approaches are implemented within hybrid User 
Model Services (Lindstaedt, Ley, Scheir & Ulbrich, 2008) which maintain and interpret the User Model. 
We have identified four core types of services, covering the basic needs of a WIL environment.  

Logging services are responsible for updating the WIL User Model with new observed usage data, and 
thus provide the basis for all other services. Sensors within the WIL environment (possibly from many 
different applications) send detected user activities (such as task executions, collaboration events) to 
Logging Services to be added to the user model. Pre-processing of incoming user activities are handled 
here. This could involve the transformation of user activities into a format required by the user model, or 
enriching incoming data with timestamps and other system related information.  

Production services make the stored usage data available to other (client) services within the WIL 
environment. Based on the specific requirements of the client, production services filter or aggregate 
usage data– they provide specialized views on the usage data. For example, one such service could 
produce a list of all tasks executed by one user. The receiving client could then provide visualizations of 
task executions over time. Views also offer a way to retrieve usage data associated with a specific 
enterprise model. Besides providing predefined views filtering usage data, production services could also 
allow to query the user model with individual parameters. 

Inference services process and interpret usage data to draw conclusions about different aspects of users, 
such as levels of knowledge. Inferences are then utilised to adapt the functionality of the service itself, or 
by providing the outcome to other services. A WIL user model allows generating inferences in different 
ways. Heuristics could be directly applied on usage data to generate aggregated information about users. 
Exploitation of usage data with regard to enterprise models, or a hybrid approach by combining heuristics 
with organisational models, could also lead to inferences.  

Control Services provide ways to control usage data stored in the user model. Controlling usage data is 
important for handling privacy issues and imprecise usage data collected in the user model. Privacy issues 
could be addressed by applying certain privacy policies of organizations to usage data. An example would 
be a policy about data retention, demanding the deletion of usage data after a certain period of time. The 
aspect of imprecise data can be addressed by presenting users with an overview of usage data associated 
with them. Based on this overview users could then use a control service to manually delete or modify 
usage data. 
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5.5 The Second APOSDLE Prototype 

The aim of the adaptive WIL system APOSDLE is to improve knowledge worker productivity by 
supporting learning situations within everyday work tasks. The understanding of a user’s knowledge level 
and her learning goals is a central part of the APOSDLE environment. A comprehensive overview of 
APOSDLE and its functionality has been given in Lindstaedt, Scheir, Lokaiczyk, Kump, Beham & 
Pammer (2008). In this section, we only describe the mechanisms that are related to the User Model and 
User Model Services.  

5.5.1 APOSDLE Enterprise Models 

As mentioned above we suggest designing a WIL User Model as an overlay of existing organizational 
models. Within APOSDLE we have chosen to implement three organizational models for one and the 
same application domain, the Domain Model, Task Model and Learning Goal Model. In order to build 
these models, we have developed a Modeling Methodology (Ghidini, Rospocher, Serafini, Kump, 
Pammer, Faatz, Zinnen, Guss & Lindstaedt, 2008) which supports the creation of integrated models 
(instead of separate ones). All three models and the meta-schema are represented in OWL and are stored 
within a component referred to as the Knowledge Base. 

The purpose of the Domain Model is to provide a semantic and logic description of the work domain 
which also constitutes the learning domain of an APOSDLE deployment environment. The domain is 
described in terms of concepts, relations, and objects that are relevant for this domain. Technically 
speaking the Domain Model is an ontology that defines a set of meaningful terms which are relevant for 
the domain and, which are used to classify and retrieve knowledge artifacts.  

The objective of the Task Model is to provide a formal description of the tasks the knowledge worker can 
perform in a particular domain. The Task Model identifies and groups tasks, that is, working steps, and 
their interdependencies and determines a formalization of patterns and procedures occurring in a business 
domain. The very core of a process model is a control flow. For the sake of consistency with the Domain 
Model, we have also translated the control flow into an OWL ontology.  

The Learning Goal Model establishes a relation between the Domain Model and the Task Model. It maps 
tasks of the Task Model to concepts of the Domain Model. A learning goal describes knowledge and 
skills needed to perform a task, with respect to a certain topic in the Domain Model. In other words, each 
learning goal refers to one topic in the Domain Model. This formalism is necessary for a number of 
functionalities provided by the APOSDLE User Model Services. For example, it enables the 
determination of user skills from past task executions (see People Recommender Service below), or the 
identification of a user’s learning need within a certain task (see Learning Need Service below). Within 
APOSDLE, the formalisms employed for achieving these functionalities are based on competence-based 
knowledge space theory (e.g. Korossy, 1997) which is based on Doignon & Falmagne’s knowledge space 
theory (Doignon & Falmagne, 1985). The usage of competence-based knowledge space theory has 
several advantages for WIL environments. One such advantage is that the mappings afford the 
computation of prerequisite relationships between learning goals (see e.g. Ley, Ulbrich, Scheir, 
Lindstaedt, Kump & Albert, 2008). This allows us to identify learning goals which should be mastered by 
the user on the way to reaching a higher level learning goal. 

5.5.2 APOSDLE Workflow  

In the second APOSDLE prototype, recommendations of learning goals, (learning) material, and 
knowledgeable colleagues are always provided depending on a user’s current work task and her prior 
knowledge of the topic concerned. Since here we do not have a learning system as the central application 
but integrated into the work environment, we need a way of observing what users are doing in order to 
identify their current task (and potentially other KIE). In APOSDLE, this task detection is realised by a 
specialized agent (Lokaiczyk, Godehardt, Faatz, Goertz, Kienle, Wessner & Ulbrich, 2007). This agent 
observes the user interactions (e.g. key strokes, mouse movements, applications specific actions) with 
typical MS Office and Internet applications and compares them to previously learned task specific 
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interaction patterns of the organization. Whenever a new task execution is detected the APOSDLE 
logging service is invoked.  

In the second APOSDLE prototype, the role of the user’s current task is twofold. On one side, the tasks 
serves as a trigger for learning, as it determines the knowledge and skills that a user needs to have in order 
to perform the task successfully. The knowledge and skills required for performing the task are compared 
to the knowledge and skills of the user (learning need analysis), and a learning need is identified. The 
learning need of a user is a (possibly empty) set of learning goals (based on domain concepts), about 
which the user needs to learn. In order to facilitate the learning process, the learning goals are presented 
to the user as a learning path, i.e. an optimized sequence in which the learning goals should be tackled in 
order to maximize learning transfer. On the other side, the task constitutes the (currently only) KIE in the 
second APOSDLE prototype. In line with competence-based knowledge space theory (Korossy, 1997) the 
underlying heuristics is the following: If a user is able to perform a task, she has all knowledge and skills 
required for this task.  

If the user selects a learning goal, APOSDLE triggers a search of knowledge artifacts relevant to the 
learning goal, and a search of people relevant to the learning goal. The results of these searches are 
displayed in the form of resource and people lists unobtrusively to the user. The people list contains a 
number of knowledgeable persons with respect to the learning goal. The decision of who is a 
knowledgeable person obviously is based on the data in the APOSDLE User Model and is made by the 
people recommender service. At any time, the user has the possibility to view her usage data logged by 
APOSDLE, and she has the possibility to delete her usage data, which is important to ensure 
controllability. Additionally, the user can choose between three different pre-defined privacy levels 
(public, private, anonymous), which define the visibility of usage data presented to other users. For 
instance, if the privacy level public is selected, other users have access to the task history of the user.  

5.5.3 APOSDLE User Model  

The APOSDLE User Model is an overlay of the topics in the Domain Model. Whenever a user executes a 
task (KIE) within the APOSDLE environment the counter of that task within her User Model is 
incremented. The APOSDLE User Model counts how often the user has executed the task in question. It 
therefore constitutes a simple numeric model of the tasks (KIEs) which are related to one or several topics 
in the domain. Based on the Learning Goal Model we can infer that the user has knowledge about all the 
topics related to that task. Therefore, by means of an inference service (see below), information is 
propagated along the relationships defined by the learning goal model, and the counter of all topics 
related to the task is also incremented. Consequently, the APOSDLE User Model contains a value for 
each user and each topic at any time during system usage. As mentioned above, within the first two 
APOSDLE prototypes we have been focusing on task executions as the only KIE. Within the third 
prototype we are now observing many more KIE (such as communication and cooperation events, 
document creation, etc.).  

5.5.4 APOSDLE User Model Services  

The APOSDLE system provides service implementations for all types of WIL User Model Services 
proposed previously. Figure 1 presents an overview of APOSDLE User Model Services and how data is 
exchanged with the User Model and corresponding APOSDLE Client applications. Each of the services is 
more thoroughly described in Section 6.1.3 below.  
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Figure 14: Interaction of APOSDLE User Model and User Model Services  
with APOSDLE Client Applications. 
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6 Planned Maturing Services and Requirements 
After we have presented the conceptual foundations as well as the empirical work we have conducted, we 
will now enumerate the Maturing Services planned for the MATURE project. We will also derive 
requirements that were discovered in the initial design phases of the project. 

6.1 List of Planned Services  

The following list of services has been derived from our theoretical and empirical work reported above. 
These include services that have already been developed and which will be further developed within the 
MATURE project, as well as planned services. Details are given in the text.  

6.1.1 Structure Services (MS 1) 

Structure Maturity Analysis Services (MS 1.1) 

Semantic Analysis & Support Service (MS 1.1.1) 
This service evaluates the level of maturity of a structure. The result of this service is an indicator 
for the maturity depending on several aspects. The indicators are based on qualitative and 
quantitative metrics. Maturing Analysis Services facilitate the support of structure maturing as 
they indicate the current status of a certain knowledge artefact. The Structure Maturing Support 
Services facilitate the supervised maturing of structure by adding/recommending meaningful 
mark up (see Semantic Similarity 3.1.6). 

This service is subject of further development and was initially developed for the Semantic Wiki 
Design Study (see MATURE Deliverable 3.1, Section 4.1) and depends on the KnowMiner 
services (MS 2.2). 

Process Analysis & Support Service (MS 1.1.2) 
This service supports a user by providing information already stored in the MATURE knowledge 
base (e.g. documents, website, similar cases, experts in that field etc.), suggesting learning goals 
related to a task, as well as proposals for business process adaptations. 

Knowledge intensive processes usually deal with exceptional situations, unforeseeable events, 
unpredictable situations, showing a great variability and highly complex tasks. Therefore the user 
can add new business tasks and information sources. Additionally the users may perform learning 
tasks. Process mining will discover similarities in learning goals which could lead to an 
organisational learning goal. 

The bookmarking and rating of interesting information sources will be immediately available for 
all users but can also be recognized when analysing the process instances later by the system. 
Variations and deviations of process execution, e.g. when suggested tasks have not been 
performed or new tasks have been added, can trigger process mining routines. If such adaptations 
of the business process model are significantly frequent the system will suggest modifying it 
accordingly. The process (instance) mining may lead to the determination of a new organisational 
learning goal. 

This service is a combination of services proposed from DS5 'OLMEntor' and DS7 'Kasimir' (see 
MATURE Deliverable 3.1, Sections 4.2 and 4.3).  

Associative Network Services (MS 1.2) 

Creation of Associative Network (MS 1.2.1) 
An associative network can be described as a directed weighted graph representing associations 
among information items. These items refer to documents (pieces of information) and concepts 
(elements of a domain model). The associative Network consists of two layers, where the first 
(top) layer contains concepts and the connections between them, whereas the second (bottom) 
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layer contains the documents and their connections. There is a link between those two layers 
specifying which documents belong to which concept.  
This network has to be created before it can be used e.g. for Associative Retrieval. For each 
intended connection between items, from item and to item have to be stored, and the edge weight 
have to be derived. This weight can be defined manually by experts, or automatically by 
heuristics: Concept to concept connection weights are based on domain knowledge, they are 
derived by the Concept Similarity Service (which is computing the semantic similarity see section 
3.1.6). The weights of the concept to document layer are based on inverse document frequency by 
limiting the output of each item to a constant. In the end, the weights of the edges between 
documents are predicted on the textual similarity (see section 4.1) using the Document Similarity 
Service. 

This service was initially developed for APOSDLE and is subject of further development within 
this project. 

Associative Retrieval Service (MS 1.2.2) 

In Associative Retrieval, the information items are usually modelled using weighted directed 
graphs, so called Associative Networks, which are created by using the Creation of Associative 
Network Service.  
The network contains concepts and documents, the connections between these items are 
implemented using edges with a certain weight. Starting from a set of concepts, the Associative 
Retrieval tries to find matching documents using Spreading Activation (see section 3.1.4). The 
extend of the search routine can be limited by for example tweaking query expansion (search for 
similar concepts to the set of starting concepts and add them to the set) and result set expansion 
(search for similar documents to the already found documents and add them to the final result). 

This service facilitates the representation of associative networks. In order to search for 
information it provides retrieval mechanisms based on spreading activation mechanisms. 

This service is developed as stand-alone service and is permanently further developed at TUG. In 
order to create meaningful associations between nodes an additional service providing the 
extraction of meta-data is required. Network representation is based on document (textual) 
similarity and on concept (ontological) similarity measures.  

Concept Similarity Service (MS 1.2.3) 

The Concept Similarity Service derives the semantic similarity (see section 3.1.6) between two 
concepts of a domain model (ontology), which will be used for example to weight edges between 
concepts in the Associative Network. Certain heuristics can be used, for example the shortest path 
between two concepts or similarity models based on vector space similarity. The optimal heuristic 
has to be chosen depending on the nature of the ontology to process.  

This service was initially developed for APOSDLE and is subject of further development within 
this project. 

Folksonomy based Structure Services (MS 1.3) 

Tag Recommendation Service (MS 1.3.1) 

Folksonomy datasets offer a large collection of resources and sets of tags related to them. This 
service evaluates existing datasets to provide meaningful tag recommendations for new 
annotations. Furthermore, given a certain tag, the service offers a set of very similar tags and their 
frequency such that the user is supported in adopting his/ her own tag vocabulary to a common 
one. Tag similarity is calculated by methods mentioned in chapter 3.2.2. As this is a planned 
service, no detailed description is available. 

Community Identification Service (MS 1.3.2) 

The structure of folksonomies consists of tuples of users, resources and tags. Each user can be 
identified by the tag vocabulary used to annotate his/her resources. In case tag vocabularies of 
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two users contain at least one quite similar tag cluster, this indicates that they share at least one 
common interest. This service analyzes folksonomy datasets to identify communities. Given a 
group of users, the service offer an indicator how similar their interests are, based on similarity of 
tag clusters of each tag vocabulary, or social networks are, based on graph similarity. 
Furthermore, the service offers indicators for recent changes in a community structure. As this is 
a planned service, no detailed description is available. 

6.1.2 Content Services (MS 2) 

Content Maturity Analysis Services (MS 2.1) 

Content Maturing Support Service (MS 2.1.1) 

The Content Maturing Analysis Service evaluates the maturity level of content depending on 
content analysis provided by the KnowMiner Services based on the KnowMiner framework 
described in section 4.1. The Content Maturing Support Service supports the user in creating 
content on a high maturity level. 

This service is subject of further development and was initially developed for the Semantic Media 
Wiki Design Study (see MATURE Deliverable 3.1, Section 4.1) and relies on the KnowMiner 
Services. 

KnowMiner Services (MS 2.2) 

KnowMiner provides a framework of services for knowledge discovery from unstructured content (see 
section 4.1). This includes meta-data extraction, knowledge relationship discovery as well as indexing, 
clustering and classification tasks. 

This service is designed as a set of back-end services, so it can be easily integrated in various types of 
services and applications.  

Information Extraction Service (MS 2.2.1) 

This service annotates content of single information entities. It extracts named entities like 
persons, places or organizations from text content. Information extraction makes implicit 
information stored in unstructured text computer processable. Information extraction results 
provide additional faceted dimensions for search results and can be used to discover additional 
relationships between information entities. Processing is done by sending a document through a 
pipe of processing algorithms and providing the generated annotations within our common data 
structure.  

This service was initially implemented for the KnowMiner framework and will be further 
developed by the KnowMiner framework developer team and is a basis for Document Similarity 
Service and Information Retrieval service. 
Feature Extraction Service (MS 2.2.2) 

The task of this service is to generate meaningful features from annotations and metadata. It 
supports different common weighting and feature selection schemes. Features can be real valued, 
nominal or boolean and are managed via a set of vectors. 

This service was initially implemented for the KnowMiner framework and will be further 
developed by the KnowMiner framework developer team and generates input for the Information 
Retrieval, Classification and Document Similarity Services. 
Information Retrieval Services (MS 2.2.3) 

For users an important task in projects is to search for information. Information retrieval tasks are 
well understood, fast and accepted by users. Mostly the results are shown in lists ranked by 
relevance to a query. For each result some metadata is provided along a content overview, such as 
a snippet. Faceted search approaches add additional orthogonal aspects to search results like 
presenting persons or geographic locations mentioned within these results. This provides users 
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with multiple views on the search result set. In our framework an index service is used to store the 
content of information entities in a structure appropriate for searching. The service allows 
specifying which content aspects are stored in which searchable fields and how they can be 
queried (for instance in a case sensitive or insensitive manner).  

This service was initially implemented for the KnowMiner framework and will be further 
developed by the KnowMiner framework developer team. Additionally, this service receives 
input from Feature Extraction and Information Retrieval Services. 
Association service (MS 2.2.4) 

An association service is used retrieve to similar terms to a given term. These similar terms can 
be used during query specification to provide keyword suggestions to users, e. g. for query 
expansion. Search fields can be put into relation by using their document term distribution. For 
instance, having a search field for countries and one for cities allows searching for a country and 
retrieving associated cities. The Association Service is used to identify relations in an Associative 
Network (see section 3.1) 

This service was initially implemented for the KnowMiner framework and will be further 
developed within the KnowMiner framework developer team. Additionally, this service receives 
input from Clustering and Document Similarity Services. 
Classification Service (MS 2.2.5) 
Classification is a supervised learning approach for assigning documents to a given set of 
concepts. For example classification can be used to distinguish between spam and no spam mail. 
Blog or wiki documents can be assigned automatically to categories (see Categorization Service 
4.4.2). Firstly the classifier is trained on a training document set containing information to which 
concepts the documents belong to. Afterwards new documents can be assigned automatically to 
the concepts. The classifier uses features from the features service as input and returns the 
concept association suggestions together with a confidence value. The classifier service wraps 
several classification methods like k-Nearest Neighbors, support vector machines, boosting based 
approaches, naive bayes und rocchio classifier. 

This service was initially implemented for the KnowMiner framework and will be further 
developed by the KnowMiner framework developer team. Additionally, this service receives 
input from Feature Extraction Service. 

Clustering Service (MS 2.2.6) 

Clustering service identifies groups of related information entities (such as documents) which are 
represented by high-dimensional vectors. Relatedness between any pair of entities is expressed by 
computing the distance (or similarity coefficient) between the corresponding vectors. Typically 
Euclidean distance or cosine similarity is employed, although other coefficients, such as dice or 
jaccard, may also be used. The service encapsulates a variety of clustering algorithms such as k-
means, ISODATA algorithm, hierarchical agglomerative clustering, affinity propagation, BIRCH 
and some others. Additionally, the clustering service provides means for projecting the clustered 
data set into a low dimensional space (typically 2D screen space) in such a way that high-
dimensional distances are preserved (as far as possible). In the resulting layout similar objects are 
placed close while dissimilar ones are positioned far from each other. The resulting low-
dimensional coordinates of projected entities are used by visualization components designed for 
visual analysis and interactive exploration of large, high-dimensional data sets. 

This service was initially implemented for the KnowMiner framework and will be further 
developed by the KnowMiner framework developer team and is not connected to any other 
service. 
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Document Similarity (MS 2.2.7) 
The Document Similarity Service derives the textual similarity between two documents: the result 
of the calculation will be used for example as edge weight in an Associative Network (see section 
3.1).  

This service was initially implemented for the KnowMiner framework and will be further 
developed by the KnowMiner framework developer team. Additionally, this service receives 
input from Feature Extraction and Information Retrieval Services. 

6.1.3 Usage Services (MS 3) 

User Model Services (MS 3.1) 

These services are responsible for the gathering and representation of user related data and inferences 
based on this representation. This facilitates the context aware behavior of the system in particular context 
sensitive information retrieval and task recognition. 

The user profile services are a set of services covering services for user data representation as well as 
services for gathering user data and retrieval of user related data, and inference mechanisms.  

Evaluation Service (MS 3.1.1) 
The Evaluation Service is another kind of Production Service. It is specially designed to export 
different aspects of usage data for evaluation outside the system. This service generates files 
containing detailed information about task executions, system usage, and information from 
inference services. 

This service was initially developed for APOSDLE and is subject to further development within 
this project. 
Learning Need Service (MS 3.1.2) 
As one of the most important services the Learning Need Service allows to compute a learning 
need for a user. Its design is driven by the goal to support knowledge workers based on their 
knowledge level. A user’s learning need is inferred in three steps. Starting with the user’s current 
task, the User Model is queried to retrieve the learning goals required for this task. This set of 
learning goals is then used to query the User Model for corresponding knowledge levels. Step two 
calculates the knowledge gap between the knowledge levels required by the task and the 
knowledge levels the user has achieved so far. The last step utilizes the knowledge levels to rank 
the calculated learning goals of step two, and thus generates the final learning need. The less 
experience a user had with a learning goal (low knowledge level), the higher the rank of the 
learning goal. The ‘most required’ learning goal is therefore listed on the top. The learning need 
is used by the system in two ways. An application running in the working environment of the user 
visualizes the result as a ranked list. The first learning goal is automatically pre-selected, which 
invokes a Retrieval Service to find resources relevant for the learning need. The Learning Need 
Service also provides other services with current knowledge levels of users. This feature is 
utilized for example by the service described below as basis for its inference.  

This service was initially developed for APOSDLE and is subject to further development within 
this project. 
People Recommender Service (MS 3.1.3) 
The People Recommender Service aims at finding people within the organization which have 
expertise related to the current learning goal of the user. This service provides similar 
functionality as the expert finding systems described in ([18]). Users specialised in certain topics 
are represented in the User Model with high knowledge levels for these topics. Other users can 
now individually be provided with colleagues having equal or higher experience. Knowledgeable 
users are always identified compared to the knowledge of the user who will receive the 
recommendation. To infer knowledgeable users, the People Recommender Service utilises the 
Learning Need Service to retrieve knowledge levels for all users. The next step removes all users 
with lower knowledge levels compared to the user receiving the recommendations. The remaining 
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users are then ranked primarily according to their knowledge levels. The most knowledgeable 
user will be ranked highest. The service can be configured to also use the availability status of 
users as ranking criteria. This setting allows recommending only users currently available. 

This service was initially developed for APOSDLE and is subject of further development within 
this project. Furthermore, this service relies on the Learning Need Service. 
Usage Data History & Control Service (MS 3.1.4) 
The Usage Data History Service delivers a history of task executions and all resource-based 
actions. The output of this service is basically a history of all events including all KIEs. Another 
feature is that relations between events are also preserved. It provides a way to visualize which 
steps users have taken when doing a certain task. It features also the links to outputs generated by 
Inference Services (for example a ranked list of learning goals inferred by the Learning Need 
Service). The Usage Data Control Service allows users to modify and delete any usage data. 
Clients present users with a task history provided by Usage Data History Service, and invoke the 
Usage Data Control Service to delete task executions selected by users. A dedicated privacy 
component (part of the server) also accesses this service to enforce certain privacy policies on 
usage data. 

This service was initially developed for APOSDLE and is subject to further development within 
this project and  since the extracted information is based on the User Context Model it relies on 
the Work Context Logging Service (MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity Logging Service (MS 3.1.6) 
Work Context Logging Service (MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity Logging Service (MS 3.1.6) 

Work Context Logging Service & Resource Activity Logging Service populate the User Interaction 
Context Ontology (see section 5.2) by observing user-user and user-resource interactions. 
Instances of the Context Ontology are provided by sensors observing the user actions and resource 
modifications (see section 5.3). So the context model contains user related and resource related 
data and facilitates inferencing user and data related knowledge. All relational information about 
user-user and user-resource interaction is enriched with chronological information so a history of 
actions can be derived from the context model. 

The user context model provides the basis for other Usage Service since it provides semantic data 
base for context related computations. 

This service was initially developed for APOSDLE and is subject to further development within 
this project and does not rely on any other service. 

6.1.4 Overview of Services used in the Design Studies 

As mentioned previously, some of the services mentioned above were included or developed within the 
Design Studies of the project. The following table gives an overview of these activities. 

 

 Services Use Role of the Service 

DS1: Semantic Media Wiki 

 Classification Service (MS 2.2.5) Classification of wiki articles, as a basis for 
other services. 

 Information Extraction Service (MS 
2.2.1) 

 

Tag recommendations based on wiki articles 

 Information Retrieval Services (MS 
2.2.3) 
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 Semantic Analysis & Support Service 
(MS 1.1.1) 

Meaningful tag recommendation from content, 
analysis of semantic maturity level on the basis 
of Semantic Media Wiki metadata. 

 Content Maturing Support Service (MS 
2.1.1) 

Analyzing content maturity on the basis of 
readability scores. 

DS6: APOSDLE 

 Associative Network Services (MS 1.2) Provides an associative retrieval for knowledge 
artifacts. 

 User Model Service (MS 3.1) Provides information about the current user 
context for pro-active information delivery and 
automatic task detection. Makes inferences 
about the knowledge state of the user. 

Integration Study: Service Orchestration 

 Information Extraction Service (MS 
2.2.1) 

Example service for testing model based service 
orchestration 

 Classification Service (MS 2.2.5) Example service for testing model based service 
orchestration 

 

6.2 An Analysis of Requirements on Maturing Services 

The purpose of this section is to derive requirements for the Maturing Services mentioned in the previous 
section. As a first step in this requirements analysis, we have analyzed results of the ethnographic studies 
which are reported in MATURE Deliverable 1.1 and results of the Use Cases which are reported in 
MATURE Deliverables 2.1 and 3.1. The result of this analysis is reported in the next two sections where 
we have related the results of the ethnographic studies and the Use Cases to the Maturing Services 
mentioned above and derived additional requirements. 

6.2.1 Requirements derived from Ethnographic Studies 

The first column in the following tables refers to the Maturing Indicators, both from the list of catchwords 
(bold) and the more detailed description of maturing indicators. These were documented in Mature 
Deliverable D1.1. The second one contains the services involved and the third one the system 
requirements necessary for support. 

In general, it can be said that the indicators derived from the ethnographic studies are time dependent 
indicators (eg how much time a user spent on creating an article), involving the social network of users 
(e.g. changes in the social network or roles played by certain employees) and work context dependent 
(e.g. in which task a certain artefact was produced or used).  
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6.2.1.1 Artefacts 

Maturity Indicator derived 
from Ethnographic Studies 

Involved Maturing Services Derived Requirements 

type of document or type of 
portion of document 

Information Extraction Service 
(MS2.2.1) 

This service should provide 
meta data of an artifact or parts 
of an artefact, eg type, author, 
project etc. 

Wiki pages or in principal all 
documents which are an 
important part of document may 
serve as maturity indicator. A 
change in those documents with 
less matured knowledge might 
cause a less effective process. 
Although this is not an 
excludible case, a change of 
such important documents may 
indicate knowledge maturity. 

Resource Activity Logging 
Service (MS 3.1.4) 

Content Maturity Analysis 
Services (MS 2.1) 

 

If a document is changed and 
closed again, the maturity 
indicator of this document has 
to be updated. 

generic change of document Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6), 
MS 2.1 

 

If a document is changed and 
closed again, the maturity level 
of this document has to be 
updated. 

documents changed after the 
person has learned something 
in this context 

Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6), 
MS 2.1 

 

The system needs to be aware 
of what a user as done shortly 
before changing a document 

Usage as a part of a training: 
approaches, documents (slides, 
guidelines, etc.) are used as part 
of trainings and continuously 
developed. The usage in a 
training clearly indicates a 
certain level of maturity. 

Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6),   

The system needs to be aware 
of the purpose of a document, in 
which context it is used, of 
whom it is used etc. 

used in a training course Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6),   

As above. 

Other trainers make use of 
training material. When other 
trainers start using training 
material, this indicates an 
advancement in the maturity as 
it spreads beyond the individual 
trainer as the originator. 

Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6),   

The system shall analyze who is 
using the documents, the role of 
the persons using the 
documents and what they do 
with it. 
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6.2.1.2 Artefacts and Processes 

Becomes part of 
guidelines/standards 
(internally). This shows that a 
certain practice has got 
legitimation by the 
organization. Usually also the 
standardization refines the 
practice. 

  

Approval through professional 
organizations. Particularly for 
practices, the approval indicates 
a clear advancement of the 
maturity of a certain practice. 
This could include nursery 
standards, clinical pathways etc. 

  

acceptance into filtered 
domains 

  

being part of 
guidelines/standards 

  

level of integration   

documents changed after 
process executions 

  

 

6.2.1.3 Artefacts and People 

Perhaps querying a search 
engine and a following choice 
of an artefact can indicate the 
maturity or the level of 
expertise. 

Information Retrieval Services 
(MS 2.2.3) 

 

The service should be aware of 
the resources and who is using 
which of the offered one and 
how often is a certain resource 
chosen.  

choice of artefact presented 
by search 

Content Maturity Analysis 
Services (MS 2.1) 

Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6),   

 

rating by user  The system shall support rating 
by users not only system 
generated maturity levels. 

The time which is needed to 
write an article. Perhaps an 
article is more matured if the 
author spend more time to write 
it. 
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elapsed time since last change  The system needs to be aware 
about time of changes of 
resources 

time to create  The system needs to log how 
much time a user spent on 
creating a certain knowledge 
artefact 

Gathering and saving 
experienced based information 
in a relatively clear structured 
context might indicate KM. If 
someone tries to get an 
overview of a specific context, 
e.g. the execution of an 
exhibition, by gathering 
information from colleagues by 
IM, e-mail and informal talks 
and afterwards saves this in a 
document, we can assume that 
the persons has learned and new 
documents  or changed 
documents in the same context 
might have been matured. 

Information Retrieval Services 
(MS 2.2.3) 

Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6), 
Semantic Analysis & Support 
Service (MS 1.1.1) 

The system shall be aware of 
how users structure their data, 
which information they use and 
how they gather this 
information. 

agglomeration of similar 
information to one topic 

Clustering Service (MS 2.2.6) 

Document Similarity  (MS 
2.2.7) 
 

Documents of a certain user 
should be analyzed concerning 
their similarity and clustered 
according to the similarity 
results. These clusters represent 
certain topics of interest of this 
user. 

By collecting information 
which are very similar a 
maturity of knowledge can be 
assumed. Searching for the right 
place for an event and 
collecting information about the 
hotels, it‘s possible that these 
information are very similar or 
at least become very similar as 
the person who collects it gets a 
better understanding of what 
he/she wants. So, the more 
similar these information are 
the more maturity might be 
assumable. 

Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6),   

Information Retrieval Services 
(MS 2.2.3) 

 

Clustering Service (MS 2.2.6) 

 

 

 

 

As above. Furthermore the 
system shall support the user 
with information retrieval 
services to support knowledge 
maturation and the way users 
use the service and which 
resources they choose. 

sent to customer Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6),   

The system shall be aware of 
who is doing what with the 
docoument. As soon as the 
document is sent as an email 
attachement, the system needs 
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to analyze who the recipient is 
and his/her role. 

reduced user group Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6),   

The system shall analayze the 
activity concerning a document, 
the number of users within a 
time period and the role of these 
users. 

enlarged user group Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6),   

Same as above. 

6.2.1.4 People 

An email and an unambiguous 
identified answer could indicate 
matured knowledge. Especially a 
thread of more than two emails 
can give more hints. 

Work Context Logging 
Service (MS 3.1.5) & 
Resource Activity Logging 
Service (MS 3.1.6),   

The system shall be aware of 
who is doing what. If someone 
sends an email, the following 
actions should be analyzed. 

participation in discussion, eg 
with expert, novice (via mail or 
in person) 

Work Context Logging 
Service (MS 3.1.5) & 
Resource Activity Logging 
Service (MS 3.1.6),   

The system shall be aware of 
the role of the person someone 
is talking to, sending emails to, 
chatting with...
The system shall analyze the 
social network of a person and 
the roles of the involved 
persons and changes within its 
structure 
Is a user using a messaging 
system, sending emails? To 
whom? And about what? 

reputation of role (of person or 
group) handling document,. eg 
creator, sender, signer) 

Work Context Logging 
Service (MS 3.1.5) & 
Resource Activity Logging 
Service (MS 3.1.6),   

Which users are using a certain 
document? What are they 
doing? What is the role of the 
person in the organization? 

change of roles of 
responsibilities 

 The system shall be aware of 
the role of persons and the 
changes of their responsibilities 
as this might indicate changes 
in the role of persons.   

participation in project 
(longterm) 

 The system shall be aware of 
which projects a person is 
working in and of the time 
period, eg since when is a 
certain user involved in a 
certain project 
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qualification eg training, 
certificate 

Learning Need Service (MS 
3.1.2) 
 

This service shall analyze in 
which trainings the user already 
participated and if he/she 
already got any certificates 

change in social network, eg 
mentor relationships 

Community Identification 
Service (MS 1.3.2) 

 

This service shall analyze the 
social network of a certain user 
and changes within its structure 

 

6.2.1.5 Processes 

number of cycles within the 
process 

Process Analysis & Support 
Service (MS 1.1.2) 

Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6),   

The service shall log how 
many times a certain task 
pattern has been used. 

number of decisions within 
process 

  

number of successful 
repetitions 

Process Analysis & Support 
Service (MS 1.1.2) 

Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6),   

The service shall log how 
many time a certain task 
pattern has been used. 

number of participants of a 
process 

Process Analysis & Support 
Service (MS 1.1.2) 

Work Context Logging Service 
(MS 3.1.5) & Resource Activity 
Logging Service (MS 3.1.6),   

The service shall log how 
many time a certain task 
pattern has been used. 

A change in processes indicate 
maturity. Special documents 
hold the information of the 
organizational processes. 
Changing these documents 
indicate the maturity of the 
processes. 

  

change in a predefined 
workflow 

Process Analysis & Support 
Service (MS 1.1.2) 

This service shall track 
changes in processes.  

improvement of processes Process Analysis & Support 
Service (MS 1.1.2) 

This service shall track 
changes in processes.  
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The change of ToDo-Lists might 
indicate maturity. If someone 
changes status of an entry from 
todo to done something has 
happened before, perhaps a 
document has been changed 
which is related to the specific 
task.  

  

change of to-do list  This service shall track 
completion of a certain task 
pattern. 

 

6.2.2 Requirements derived from Use Cases 

The following table presents an overview of all Use Cases developed in the project. These are more fully 
described in the two deliverables D2.1 and D3.1. We have analyzed each Use Case in terms of the 
Maturing Services involved and checked whether additional requirements would be involved.  

 

Use Cases Involved 
Maturing 
Services 

Derived Requirements 

Area I. Learning by searching for and exploring artefacts for the task at hand 

This use case area supports knowledge maturing by improving the findability (goal-oriented or 
serendipitous) of existing artefacts and making use of them in practice. This supports primarily the 
individual learning process of the person search for information, but also promotes the application. This 
usually increases the chances for (a) updating/improving the existing artefacts, (b) combining existing 
ones, or (c) creating new ones (if there are gaps). Furthermore, this use case area also includes measures 
for improving the findability of information for others, which includes (a) rating the suitabililty of the 
content itself, and (b) the definition and evolution of semantic structures (which is knowledge how to 
describe, name, and structure things) to relate artefacts to the task context in a participatory way, thus 
leveraging the experiences of the users in a participatory way. 

UC I.1 Searching in a unified way over various 
information sources (part of UC1.1, UC5.5, 
UC8.3, partly UC12.3) 

MS 1.2.2 The Associative Network shall exploit 
tags, categories and extracted terms.  

UC I.2 Searching linked content(UC11) MS 1.2.1 The Associative Network shall allow 
explicit linkages between knowledge 
artefacts.  

UC I.3 Searching for artefacts within social 
networks (UC3.3) 

MS 1.2.2 The Associative Network shall include 
persons. The AN shall be able to filter 
knowledge artefacts by the person who 
produced it or the person that the 
knowledge artefact is linked to. 

UC I.4 Exploring shared spaces (UC8.2) MS 1.2.2 The AN shall be browsable by ontology 
element. 

UC I.5 Maturing business processes and learning 
goals (UCI.5) 

MS 1.1.2, 
MS 1.2.2, 
MS 3.1.2 
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Area II. Learning by finding and communicating with people 

This use case area improves knowledge maturing by improving direct contact between people. This is 
particularly important for knowledge for which there are no artefacts of sufficient maturity (yet), but also 
for forming new groups in which maturing can happen. 

UC II.1 Finding people (UC8.5, UC3.1) MS 3.1.2, 
MS 3.1.3 

The UPS shall exploit information about 
the user’s social network. 

UC II.2 Tagging people (UC8.4) MS 1.3.1, 
MS 3.1.4, 
MS 3.1.6 

 

UC II.3 Communicating with people (UC9.5) -  

UC II.4 Forming groups (UC9.4) MS 1.3.2, 
(MS 3.1.3) 

 

UC II.5 Supporting context-sensitive dialogues 
(UC11.0) 

-  

UC II.6 Fostering maturing of artefacts through 
dialogues (UC9.5b/UC7.11, UC2.1a&b) 

-  

Area III. Becoming aware of developments and changes 

Peripheral and targeted awareness is important to get involved in activities and to take up new things. 
This can initiate individual learning processes and knowledge maturing. This is crucial in moving towards 
continuity. 

UC III.1 Staying up-to-date on a certain topic 
(UC 10.2, UC10.14) 

MS 1.2.2 The AN shall include knowledge 
artefacts, people, and processes. 

UC III.2 Adaptive knowledge distribution 
(UC10.14, UC10.15) 

MS 1.2.2  

UC III.3 Keeping track of changes to collected 
information (UC 12.1)  

-  

Area IV. Creating, refining, developing, aggregating, structuring, and sharing artefacts 

This use case area is the umbrella for all activities that actively deal with artefacts (i.e., go beyond 
consuming them). The result of such activities can be more mature artefacts on the one side (which help 
others' learning processes), but also more mature knowledge. 

UC IV.1 Collecting and structuring knowledge 
artefacts and sharing collections (UC2.1, 
UC2.1a&b, UC1.1, partly UC5.4) 

MS 1.2.1, 
MS 1.3.1 

The AN shall exploit tags. 

UC IV.2 Improving the quality of content 
artefacts (UC1.2) 

MS 1.1.1, 
MS 1.2.1, 
MS 1.2.2 

MS 2.1.1 

MS 3.1.3 

 

UC IV.3 Assembling artefacts (UC5.1) MS 1.2.2  

UC IV.4 (Re)presenting knowledge to different 
audiences (UC9.6, UC10.7) 

MS 1.1.1 

MS 2.1.1 

The Maturity Analysis Service (MAS) 
shall provide indicators that correspond 
to the use of artefacts in different 
audiences. 
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UC IV.5 Collaboratively maturing process 
knowledge (UC7) 

MS 1.2.1, 
MS 1.2.2 

MS 1.1.2 

AN shall contain and retrieve tasks and 
task patterns on the basis of task 
similarity. MAS shall provide indicators 
of a maturity of a task pattern. 

UC IV.6 Rating artefacts and assessing the 
quality of artefacts (UC12.3, UC5.6) 

MS 1.2.1 

MS 3.1.6 

MS 1.1.1, 
MS 1.1.2 

MS 2.1.1 

AN shall take into account user 
feedback for artefacts to tailor 
associations. 

RALS shall monitor the contexts in 
which a certain artefact has been used. 

MAS shall provide maturity indicators 
for artefacts and take user ratings into 
account. 

UC IV.7 Sharing PLME content with other 
individuals (UC9.3) 

MS 1.2.1 AN shall index shared items in the 
PLME. 

UC IV.8 Disseminating to the organization and 
receiving feedback (UC5.4, UC9.7, UC10.4) 

MS 1.2.1, 
MS 1.2.2 

MS 3.1.6 

AN shall index items that are published 
within the organization. AN shall 
retrieve all related artefacts to a given 
item. 

RALS shall monitor the users that have 
used a certain artefact. 

UC IV.9 Inter-operability between 
PLME/OLME and existing datasets (UC9.9)  

-  

Area V. Reflection and Gardening 

This use case area represent activities that are not about the task at hand or an immediate information 
need. They rather represent activities of reflecting on what has happened and how it is to be judged, of 
zooming out, looking at developments from a distance. This extends to the conclusions, i.e., cleaning up 
developments, reseeding creative processes, making changes. This applies both to a personal and to an 
organizational scope. 

UC V.1 Reflecting on practice and individual 
learning (UC9.2) 

MS 1.3.1 Tags shall be recommended from a 
shared list or taxonomy. 

UC V.2 Reflecting on aggregated personal 
experience (UC3.2) 

MS 3.1.4 

MS 3.1.5 

 

UC V.3 Reflecting on own's own contributions 
to organizational knowledge development 
(UC1.3) 

MS 1.2.2 AN shall be browsable by different 
entities and provide filters for different 
entities.  

UC V.4 Gardening of shared knowledge spaces 
(UC2.5 and UC2.4, UC1.4) 

MS 1.2.2, 
MS 1.3.1, 
MS 3.1.6 

MS 1.1.1, 
MS 1.1.2 

MS 2.1.1 

see I.1 and IV.2 

UPS shall be able to display in which 
context, by whom and when an artefact 
has been used.  

UC V.5 Taking care of topics or artefacts in 
shared spaces (UC12.2) 

MS 3.1.2  
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UC V.6 Gardening of shared vocabularies 
(UC2.5 and UC2.2c, UC5.7, UC2.1a&b) 

MS 1.2.2, 
MS 1.3.1, 
MS 1.1.1, 
MS 2.1.1 

 

UC V.7 Develop a community-driven document 
quality assurance system (UC9.8) 

MS 3.1.3, 
MS 3.1.4, 
MS 3.1.5, 
MS 3.1.6 

MS 1.1.1 

MS 2.1.1 

see IV.2, IV.6 

 

UC V.8 Adapting business process execution 
(U5.2)  

MS 3.1.2, 
MS 3.1.3, 
MS 3.1.4, 
MS 3.1.5 

 

Area VI. Creating a learning environment 

UC VI.1 Configuring a PLME (UC9.1) -  

UC VI.2 Configuring an OLME (suggested) -  
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8 Appendix 
8.1 Associative Networks and Cognitive Architectures – A State of the Art 

This section summarizes the key issues of the two other popular cognitive architectures SOAR and EPIC 
which belong to so called computational theories modelling mental phenomena as symbols and their 
transformations. After that, RBot, a social cognitive architecture, is introduced which extends ACT-R to 
encompass also social phenomena. In the end a short overview of connectionist models is provided, 
focusing on subsymbolic learning processes and providing innovative concepts of semantic cognition.  

8.1.1 SOAR (state, operator and result)  

This cognitive architecture is implemented as a production system transforming a state into a certain 
result, a goal state or a subgoal, by the application of an operator.It is presumed that a task environment 
gets converted into an internal symbolic representation, called problem space, consisting of an initial 
state, a goal state and operators (the problem solver’s competence).  

Problem solving is viewed as a search in the problem space for adequate operators (productions) changing 
current states and the solution of the problem is a path through the problem space leading from the initial 
state to the goal state. In the case of an impasse in the reasoning process a subgoal is generated to reach a 
higher order problem space to meet preconditions of a required operator. If the subgoal is reached and the 
impasse resolved, a new chunk holding the course in the problem space will be created and stored in 
declarative memory. Confronted with similar conditions it will be retrieved automatically.  

As the problem solver doesn’t have access to the complete internal representation of the problem space, 
strategies are applied to reduce search time. A heuristic one is called hill climbing which favours 
operators most diminishing the distance to the goal. A more sophisticated one is called means-ends-
analysis dividing a global goal into subgoals until an effective operator is available.  

8.1.2 EPIC (Executive Process Interactive Control; Meyer & Kieras, 1997)  

According to conceptual assumptions this cognitive architecture is related to ACT. It includes 
components for perceptual, cognitive and motor processing in order to predict aspects of human 
behaviour like reaction times and response accuracy. EPIC puts emphasis on sensory processors of 
different modalities detecting and identifying external stimuli, transmitting them to working memory and 
operating in parallel with all other components of the architecture. Again productions with the form ‘if x 
then y’ are proposed that apply declarative knowledge and execute actions as far as rules’ conditions 
match the current content of working memory.  

The focus is on multitask-performance, e.g. tuning a radio while driving a car, and in contrast to ACT, no 
bottleneck mechanism for executing task procedures is presumed. Due to three major subcomponents of 
the cognitive processor (working memory, production memory and a production rule interpreter) parallel 
processing is possible and several task-productions can be executed at the same time. Similar to the 
perceptual domain, motor processors for manual, articulatory and ocular action can work simultaneously 
whereby at once only one response movement can be initiated by each motor processor.  

Decrease of the multi-task-ability does not result from constrictions in the cognitive processor. It is the 
consequence of a limited capacity of sensory and motor components and of a disadvantageous task 
environment (e.g. making requests of the same kinds of memory).  

8.1.3 RBot: A social cognitive architecture  

Besides the connectionist perspective a more computational approach can offer explanations for the 
emergence of stable, organizational behaviour. Similar to the theory of DC, a social cognitive 
architecture, called RBot (Helmhout, 2006), aims at bridging the gap between social and cognitive 
sciences and presumes a strong influence of interactions on the individual cognitive level. It inherits the 
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architecture of ACT-R (Anderson, 1993) and is extended to a further module consisting of so-called 
social constructs which are seen as artefacts and in terms of social constructivism created by practice and 
interactions between individuals or groups of persons.  

Constant patterns of activities are based on social constructs since they represent rules of coordination and 
cooperation in a conscious but also automatic way. Even if parts of them are congealed into explicit 
information like documents, they mainly comprise soft knowledge by storing implicit aspects of 
procedures and habits in the form of stories or tacit behaviour-rule-systems. In addition to that social 
constructs are viewed as social affordances which are associations between complex configurations of 
external objects and habits of action. These repertoires of behaviours include nodes for environmental 
stimuli, cognitive reactions and motor programs. In the case of coherence between the perception of an 
external situation and the internal representation, the construct is activated and affordance is triggered, 
resulting in a particular behaviour pattern. Moreover they create standards and define roles, i.e. prescribe 
behaviour in corresponding situations. In their entirety social constructs form a complex semantic 
network of norms and constitute informal social structures, underlying organisations.  

RBot postulates chunks as appropriate cognitive containers of social constructs and as a consequence, 
assumptions of ACT-R concerning activation- and subsymbolic-processes can be applied to them. Hence, 
these mental structures are viewed as socially shared units of a collective, declarative memory module 
and by means of ACT-R’s algorithms (e.g. the Base-level Learning Equation) predictions of the 
development of patterns of activity become possible. In accordance with Hutchins (2000), forecasting 
“hypertrophy of assemblages of agencies, frequently employed”, RBot assigns higher activation levels to 
social constructs which are repeatedly used. Because of superior availability arising from regular 
employment, associated behaviour patterns should prevail against other habits of action. Reversely the 
activation level of a chunk can drop below a critical threshold level, preventing further retrieval, if a 
community no longer enforces or makes use of attached behaviour patterns or standards.  

The extension of ACT-R to RBot makes the realization of a Multi-Agent-System (MAS) possible, 
offering the opportunity of simulating the interactions between several independent agents or social 
structures. By designing and analysing such an artificial system the emergence of social constructs for 
coordination and cooperation as well as proposals for organizational control over underlying mechanisms 
can be examined. The simultaneous consideration of the functional (intra-individual) and social level 
through the introduction of social constructs and the idea of a strong relationship between internal 
representations and the mutual behaviour of actors are similar to the concept of DC. However in the 
theoretical framework of RBot, MAS focuses on the autonomous and independent individual acting under 
the assumptions of ACT-R. With the help of symbolic structures and subsymbolic processes the agents 
are able to process and produce affordances and social constructs and attempt to operate in their own best 
interest, shaping social interactions which in turn react on individual representations. An important 
outcome of experiments within the MAS environment is the ascertainment of two factors, essential for 
stable, social behaviour: creation of shared knowledge and semiotic resources such as social constructs. 
Corresponding with the results of Hutchins and Hazlehurst (1995) this creation is due to the agents’ 
adaptation to each other’s behaviour.  

8.1.4 Connectionist Models  

Contrary to just described computational models the connectionist framework, mainly proceeding on 
associative learning mechanisms, doesn’t primarily posit the manipulation of symbols but interlinks 
between networks as the basis of mental phenomena. The networks consist of elements or units 
representing neurons or groups of neurons and connections corresponding to synapses in a neural 
network. Each unit entails a certain amount of activation and in dependence on the weight or strength of 
the connections it spreads to adjacent units. Information processing is the propagation of activation 
among units through their connections and the storage of semantic information is not bound to singular 
nodes but to the occurrence of parallel distributed processing (PDP) standing for the parallel nature of 
neural processing as well as for the distributed nature of neural representation. E.g. Farah and McClelland 
(1991) created a connectionist network involving separate units representing either visual or functional 
features, so that each object is encoded by a distributed representation of 24 nodes. Both fields of units 
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are connected to a semantic system, again containing different nodes for visual and functional properties 
and because of another layer of units these two aspects of information become integrated.  

The categorization of objects starts at input-units which encode simple features and project through 
weighted connections to so called hidden units recognizing configurations of features, mediating the 
propagation of activation and lately projecting to output-units which represent categories. Learning, a 
stressed phenomenon within the connectionist framework, is based on adjustments to the weights of 
connections by comparing the obtained to the target output and reducing assessed discrepancies. By 
means of this learning rule, called back-propagation, patterns of activation which at the beginning of 
development are similar for different concepts become more and more differentiated. At the end of this 
learning process heterogeneous concepts are represented by distinct patterns of activation due to the fact 
that output-units highly predictive for a certain concept are strongly activated whereas connections to 
output-units not characteristic of the concept are only weak. Supporters of connectionism point out that 
this gradual development from initially weak and random connection weights to differentiated patterns of 
activation reflects human acquisition of concepts progressing from general to specific.  

The connectionist approach offers a number of advantages concerning the study of human cognition. First 
it seems to be in higher accordance with biological assumptions about learning processes in comparison 
with traditional cognitive architectures. Second connectionist computer models of human cognitive 
development have successfully simulated the continuous progression with periods of stability 
discontinued by rapid transitions, phenomena often demonstrated in developmental studies (e.g. Shultz, 
Mareschal & Schmidt, 1994). Third especially PDP is an innovative alternative to the semantic network 
model postulated by Quillian (1968) which represents taxonomic knowledge as a hierarchical and 
propositional system of nodes progressing from specific to general categories. Superordinate concepts at 
the top of the hierarchy are connected to general propositions and stored just once because they also apply 
to more specific concepts on next levels down. A model of Rumelhart (1990, 1993) is able to learn and 
process the same taxonomic knowledge but in a different, connectionist way. Input-units represent 
concepts at the bottom of Quillian’s model (canary) as well as relations like ‘can’, ‘has’ and ‘is’. Activity 
spreads forward through the hidden units, combining concepts and relations, and to the output-units 
completing the propositions true of the concepts (canary can sing, canary is yellow). Instead of explicit 
ISA links a pattern of similarities and differences among concepts enables the storage of hierarchical 
information. Because of back propagation a progressive, topographic differentiation in the 
representational space takes place and as a consequence similar concepts are both represented by similar 
patterns of activation and tend to be near each other. While each concept is encoded by an individual 
region, superordinate and more abstract categories are represented by larger regions that encompass the 
more specific ones (McClelland & Rogers, 2003).  

8.2 A collection of Folksonomy Datasets and Data Analysis Tools 

8.2.1 Existing Datasets 

• Data collected by IWM: http://webdev.know-center.tugraz.at:8080/GTCS/evaluation.jsp 

• CiteULike data: http://www.citeulike.org/faq/data.adp  

• Data for ECML Discovery Challenge 2008: http://www.kde.cs.uni-
kassel.de/ws/rsdc08/dataset.html  

• Collection of data sets from flickr, lastfm etc: http://www.tagora-project.eu/data/  

• LastFm - artist tags: http://blogs.sun.com/plamere/entry/open_research_the_data_lastfm 

• YouTube: http://an.kaist.ac.kr/traces/IMC2007.html  

• (not published yet) http://www.icwsm.org/2008/data-08.shtml  

• An ontology based on WordNet and Wikipedia: http://www.mpi-
inf.mpg.de/~suchanek/downloads/yago/  

• Complete dump of Wikipedia: http://download.wikimedia.org  
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• Data from Del.icio.us: http://feeds.delicious.com/rss/ 

8.2.2 Existing applicable Data Analysis Tools  

• A tool to analyze ontologies using ontology-based network analysis techniques that examine the 
connectivity of instances in the knowledge base with respect to the type, density, and weight of 
these connections. Aim is to find Communities of Practice. See 
http://users.ecs.soton.ac.uk/ha/ontocopi/ontocopi.html   

• SONIVIS: http://www.sonivis.org/  

• http://pajek.imfm.si/doku.php  

• http://www.analytictech.com/downloaduc6.htm  

• http://visone.info/  
Supports data in GraphML (Graph Markup Language) format 
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